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SAVOY BROWN:
A return to the basics.
In the early days of British blues groups none
could top the raw, dirty, Chicago blues style of

Savoy Brown. That was well over five years ago.

The Savoy Brown of today is virtually a new band.
Of course there have been some problems, including 38 personnel

changes since the beginning, but the quality of that special brand of sound

that has become a trademark for Savoy Brown has not been marred.
Now there’s a new LP... “STREET CORNER TALKING." On it, Kim

Simmonds, who got it all together and hasTemained the one constant
Savoy Brown member, receives able assistance from one of the most explosive
rhythm sections around. As you will hear, bassist Andy Silvester,
drummer Dave Bidwell, keyboard man Paul Raymond and vocalist

Dave Walker together with Simmonds on guitar have laid down some pretty
strong blues/rock tracks. These talented young musicians have

similar musical backgrounds-rhythm and blues, the blues, and good
ole 1955 rock’n’roll-so it is not difficult to understand how they

can produce such a together sound. Pure basic blues.
While others fall by the trendy wayside, the veritable musical institution
known as Savoy Brown continues onward, stronger than ever, raising a

storm for the folks who know how to have a good time. You'll see what we
mean when you get into

“STREET CORNER TALKING."
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I he mode -vypoasiocK
Woodstock” nimuea
blinded people to wliat
what 1I en
Years After was all alfouL says Ah in Lee. Xow a
new album may set things straight.
kJ

by Walli Elmlark

J
hirteen thousand kids watched
a full summer moon ascend
over Gaelic Park in the Bronx. N.Y.
Blankets, beer, booze and smoke
filled the “up" and expectant atmos
phere. punctuated here and there by
the cry of the vendor. No. not hot
dogs and soda. mom. Those days
are long gone. “Incense! All kinds
of incense here."
The occasion: Alvin Lee and Ten
Years After. Alvin Lee. known as
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the fastest guitarist of today. But
Alvin doesn't think that's the reason
people should be coming to see him.
I am fast.' said Alvin in an office
at Columbia Records. His eyes
slipped to his clogs and he contin
ued. “but I don't aim at being fast.
Fast for fast sake means nothing. I
mean I could sit home all day and
just practice being fast, and I could
play faster than I do now. But that's
not the idea. I use that fastness as a

contrast, like lights and shadows."
Alvin feels that people began to
lose sight of the “lights and shad
ows" after the movie of Woodstock
showed Ten Years After sizzling the
stage with the hard lightning of
“I'm Going Home." Since then,
says Alvin, they've been met at ev
ery concert by audiences who've al
ready worked themselves up to a fe
ver pitch before anyone's set foot on
stage. But contrary to the reaction

■P"
most groups would have to this in
stant popularity. Alvin and the boys
have gotten quite unhappy about it.
Alvin asked me to make it very
clear that at the time “Woodstock”
came out. the group already had five
albums on the market. He doesn’t
think that the frantic drive of “I’m
Going Home" is representative of
the group’s music. He wishes now
that they had hit the movie screen
with something quieter, like “I

Can’t Keep From Crying." And
he’d rather trade in the overheated
post-Woodstock audiences for a
cool, slightly reticent crowd that’s
going to listen to the music before it
begins to cheer.
For this is one group to whom the
amount of money and the amount
of screaming means absolutely
nothing unless they feel they’ve won
it musically at each gig.

“We could be making any

amount of money at a gig. and the
kids could be tearing the roof down,
but if we leave the stage feeling we
were not as close to perfect as we
can get. we’re depressed and upset
until" the next time when we do it
right."
"Alvin comes close to fetishism in
this need for musical perfection. “A
cat could run up and down his guitar
like lightning." he said, speaking of
his legendary speed, "but be missing
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Alvin Lee: jammed once with
Hendrix, but found It frustrating.

notes very often. Fastness would
mean nothing to me without accura-l

cy'“As far as sets go, we know the!I
kids are happiest hearing the songsl
they know best like “School Girl" I
and “Love Like A Man." but that'sl
the easy way out. We could get up]
there and lead off with those songsl
and have the place roaring, but!
that's not where we're at. We’re
constantly changing and moving
ahead, and that's the important
thing. So we'll go up there and play
cuts from our new album and work
for their approval."
The group’s new album. A Space]
In Time (Columbia), will be their
seventh. When asked how it differed
from the others. Alvin said. “Well,
first of all it took literally ten times
longer to record. All the others took
about two weeks. This time we
wanted to take our time and be real
ly happy with the final product."
Do you feel the extra time you
took has made a substantial differ
ence?
“Very definitely. We’re quite
pleased with the outcome of the al
bum. Much more than with any oth
er. It’s very hard to discuss it now.
It seems once we’ve cut and finished
an album it's in the past and over.
Would you believe I’ve only listened hf, ■
to it twice since we did it?”
“The one cut on the album that’s
a total departure for us is “Over the
Hill." For the first time we used
musicians other than just the four of
us. We used eight violins and four r
cellos. Before you think we’ve gone
balmy. I better explain that it’s a
song about oversaturation, and the
strings are brought in at the end to
demonstrate our point. . . . definite
ly oversaturation.
“So many producers feel the need
to fill in every gap or hole in a song.
We're all for holes (smile).
“But we're fortunate in that we 3E
produce ourselves and have the say
over every aspect of our album.
from jacket on down."
As a matter of fact Alvin has
stopped shipping on the new album
just because the jacket had several
flaws.
The blond guitarist looked back
at the carpet, then detoured from
the subject of the album. “Our main
concern when writing is the musical
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content, and the lyrics are secon
dary. We like to stay loose and keep
the musical creativity alive. Which
is why we have no set arrangements
on our songs. When we're louring
we start with the basic patterns, go
into a jam. then come back for the
finish. That's why we don't get stale.
But with the same songs to do so of
ten. even the jams get to sound alike
after awhile. That's why we quit
touring for three months last year.
Then all these rumors started go
ing around that we'd split up. Noth
ing could be more wrong. We quit
because we were beginning to fall
into the same jam. and when that
happened two nights in a row. we
knew it was time to go home and
work on something new.
“How do you feel about jamming
with other groups?"
“I jammed once in England with
Hendrix and a couple of other musi
cians. I can’t remember just who
right now. but I found it very frus
trating. The problem was that each
one of us had our own very definite
style and it was difficult for us to
mesh them all together. I’m used to
jamming since that's how we do all
our songs, but we're so together mu
sically that everything just flows,
no-one cuts you off in the middle of
a riff or leaves you hanging with no
where to go. It would feel a little
childish to walk up to Hendrix and
say. ‘hey. I'm not done—wait a
minute.' Also I find if I listen to an
other guitarist like Clapton for
awhile. I'll find myself, without con
sciously realizing it. playing some of
his riffs. That's not good."
The subject of today's guitarists
brought up the question of which
ones Alvin feels are the best.
“That's really hard to answer.
Guitar playing today just isn't near
what it used to be back in the blues
days. Those guys were really great.
They could play a twelve bar prog
ression without repeating them
selves."
“What about you?"
“Well. I try. If 1 had to name a
couple. 1 guess it would be George
Benson and Steve Stills. Steve does
some nice things."
When the members of Ten Years
After jam. they work together like
the two halves of a heart. Partly be
cause Alvin Lee and Leo Lyons

have been playing together for ten
years.
“Did you go to school together?"
“No."
“Were you from the same neigh
borhood?"
“No."
“Friends?"
“No."
“Enemies?"
“I answered an ad in a paper one
day that said lead guitar player
wanted.” Alvin finally answered, his
eyes retreating again to the comfort
of his clogs. “Leo was in that group,
which stayed together for two
weeks. When they split Leo and 1
stayed together. We played a few
gigs as Raving Dave and the Rock
ing Daddies. Nifty, huh?"
The group, as it is today, has been
together close to five years.
Since Alvin was wearing a Fill
more T-shirt and the place had been
one of his favorite gigs, it seemed
only appropriate to ask him how he
felt about the closing.
“Actually, it didn’t come as any
surprise to me. Ever since I met Bill
Graham several years ago. he’d
been saying he was going to make
his money and get out. Actually
that's not why he closed. The hassles
were just getting too heavy. I re
spect Bill a great deal. He set up a
model for giving rock concerts that
was copied all over the country. Un
fortunately they came off as copies
because not one was as professionally
run. not one had the same atmos
phere, and not one had the fantastic
sound system that the Fillmore had.
“The Fillmore audience had
changed by the time Bill closed it.
Even we noticed it. To us it ap
peared to be a shift in age. The 18
and 19 year olds weren't showing up
anymore. It didn't really bother us.
because when you're 18 and 19 and
into rock concerts that's great, but
hopefully as you get older your in
terests progress to other things.
“The majority of people in the
audience seemed to be thirteen or
fourteen. But that was all right with
us too. Since we care so much about
the musical content of our act. and
very little about being pretty, or just
jumping around the stage a lot. the
13 year olds are great because we
can teach and guide them musi
cally."

“A Grand Funk Railroad will get
their interest instantaneously.
They're like avant garde art: all
bold, brash, loud and one dimen
sional without the undertones and
nuances of fine art. For us to get
those thirteen and fourteen year olds
to listen and understand gives us our
feeling of accomplishment in music.
“We can't stand hype or sensatio
nalism. That's why we give so few
interviews. Also, we absolutely re
fuse to do any television, even
though it guarantees record sales.
(We've never had a gold record, you
know.) That's just not our way of
doing things."
Which brought up the problem of
a movie called "Groupies." There
the filmmakers not only put Ten
Years After on the screen, but they
gave the impression that the group
spends half its time'luring little girls
away from home, then dropping
them in the middle of nowhere.
“Yes. well that was a mistake."
said Alvin. "Actually we were mis
led by the producer. We were told it
was to be a documentarv called
•Rock 70' "
“Let me just say this." interjected
Leo Lyons, breaking his long si
lence, “it's unfortunate that our mu
sic had to be associated with such
crap."
“Since that word has arisen of its
own accord. I'd like to set the
record straight." Alvin said, “on a
rumor I've been hearing about. I am
not now nor have I ever been mar
ried. 1 also do not have the child or
children I am reported to be hiding.
“It's incredible what one learns
about oneself that one never
knew.'' One thing few people
know about Alvin is that he is quiet,
soft-spoken, and verges on outright
shy. When he talks, his eyes look
aside to the carpet, the desk where
his coffee sits, or the wall across
from him. Then, suddenly, he looks
directly at you. and though his eyes
are small, a blast of blue sunshine
smiles from them and you find
you're smiling back. When the ques
tions are over, he slips into an al
most bashful silence, and it's hard to
realize he's the same Alvin Lee who.
when he left the stage at Gaelic
Park, had to be protected by ten
body guards to keep the screaming
mobs away.
•
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CIRCUS INTERVIEW

Ringo took time out from filming in southern Spain
to give his first interview in over a year. In the opening installment
of this two-part series, he raps about the death throes
of the Beatles and the growing pangs of his own music.
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T~\own in Almeria, southern Spain
JLz there aren't loo many tourists, but
hordes of movie people there are. Oh
yes. The Dollar movies were made here,
and The Good. The Bad And The Ugly.
Most of lhe spaghetti westerns, in fact
The locale is just right. A kilometre
or so from lhe town's outskirts and
you're in movie country. Stony, scrubby
hills, cacti growing here and there: occa
sionally a low-roofed, while-washed
dwelling lying amidst the dust and heal.
Here you are not out of place with
spurs, poncho and a Mex moustache.
Here the number of half-chewed che
roots ground beneath cowboy boots
equals only lhe amount of celluloid fool
age in lhe cameras.
Clint and Lee Van Cleef aren't here
for the moment, but Ringo Starr is pul
ling in an appearance, and Lee. you'd
belter watch out. This isn't dumb. cute,
comic Ringo. This is ornery, rattlesnake
Ringo, gelling heavy and flinging him
self into a rape scene with one of lhe
senorilas. “He's really slimy." says one
of lhe production crew admiringly. “I
wouldn't have believed it before. I
thought he was just another Bealle."
It's a long way from “Hard Day's
Night." But then, it's been a long time.
Ask anyone in Almeria where Ringo
is slaying and they'll point to the Gran
Hotel. It’s near lhe sea-front and all the
movie people slop there. The Delons,
Alain and Nathalie, have been guests.
So has Charles Bronson.
Go there any night of lhe week and
you'll find the area around the bar full
of the hipper senors and senorilas. Il's
lhe “in" place in Almeria: one might
even say it was the only place. They go
there to size up lhe latest movie stars
and titter behind their hands. The past
three weeks it's been Ringo's turn to get
lhe gawps. z\nd that's just about as far
as it goes. Spanish girls, you should
know, never come across with the
goods.
This interview takes place at the ho
tel. Il's done midday on a Sunday in
blazing heal by lhe side of lhe hotel's
swimming pool. Imagine Ringo sitting
to lhe left of you al a table. Allen Klein
in trunks is lounging further to your left.
Would you believe he's got a part in lhe
movie, too? He plays a Mexican band
ido.
Oh yeah. The movie. It's called The
Blind Man. by the way.
Let’s talk first of all about your music.
Musically, went are you doing now?
Well. I'd like to get into an album
when 1 get back, I think. At lhe moment

I'm working on lhe title song for this
film, which I’ve written, and when I get
back I’ll have to record and then take it
back to Rome to fit with the film. But
then I think I’d like to gel into an al
bum. It’ll be like “Don't Come Easy.’’
one of those. It'll be poppy.
Are you writing a lot now?
I'm lhe king of lhe first verses. I get
lhe first verse then it lakes me another
year to finish it. I have a lol of tapes
with bits on. then I put ’em together.
Do you compose on guitar?
Yeah. Klaus is teaching me guilar.
Il's interesting, because 1 played in E
for the past ten vears. and now I can

play all the other chords, and with not
knowing I just jump into strange chords
that no one seems to get into. Most of
the stuff I write is 12 bar. anyway. Then
I take it to my friend George who puts
in five more chords and you all say.
“God. look al that, see lhe way he wrote
that song with all those chords?" Ha.
ha. ha. But I usually write it in three.
In fact, you’ve always written songs,
haven’t you? It’s just that none of them
have worked out so well up to the past
year or so.
Yeah, right. I used to write new
words to other people's lunes, and
never know. I'd write “You Win

It’s only now that I’m getting a bit^origmal^
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Again” -Jerry Lee Lewis -a hundred
limes. All those Jerry Lee B-sides that 1
know and love. I’d write ’em all again,
and someone’d say. “but that's that."
and I’d say. “oh Christ.” and I wouldn't
realize. Il’s only now that I’m gelling a
bit original. 1 can’t write like a job. I
have to be holding the guitar or silting
al the piano, and something just comes.
I can't sit there and think, “now I’m
gonna write.” I think John can work at

Do these guys, like B.B. King and
Howlin' Wolf, ring you up to play or do
you volunteer?
Yeah, people usually phone me or get
me through someone they're playing
with who knows me. and if I feel I can
relax there I'll play with 'em. I'll play
with anyone, you know, but I like to
know at least one person there. It's hard
to go into a completely don'l-knownobody room and play. Playing is hard
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it. or he can get into it quicker. I must
get a flash and then work on that. If I
don't gel lhe flash it's impossible for
me.
We spoke about sessions yesterday.
How many have you done since The
Beatles?
Well, last year I played on nine al
bums. and on only three have I been
mentioned. We go through a scene be
cause of EMI. If I played with someone
we have to have a release or I change
me name, so look out for Big Jimmy
and Ritchie. I have different names ev
ery lime, which is good fun for us. I've
played with everyone lately, everyone,
and it's interesting because of the styles
and different guitarists. I think Klaus is
for me the greatest bass player to play
with now. Klaus and I suddenly turn
into Bill and Ben. you know; wc play on
every session together. A nd Gary
(Wright) and erm . . . Eric was fantas
tic to play with but he doesn't seem to
play anymore. You can pul that. Maybe
it’ll jolt him out of it. Don’t let's say
anything more than that.
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and lo gel together is harder.
You don't think people ask you to play
just because it’s Ringo Starr, ex-Beatle?
No. lhe people who call me up only
want me because of lhe way I play, usually because of what they do.
What about the Howlin' Wolf scssions?
The sessions I played on I think were
scrappy. I only played on one night.
Howlin' Wolf is great, though He'd
come round to you singing to you all the
blues. You have to gel through that
thing first: “Well, look al me with
Howlin' Wolf, one of the great blues
singers of our time, and there's little old
me playing with 'im" That scene, you
go through that. Some things blow yer
mind, you know. BB you can gel closer
to because he's playing guitar. Howlin'
Wolf didn't play, he just sang. Eric
played guitar, and another guitarist
called Charles someone. I think his
name was. who was with Howlin' Wolf.
But BB and Howlin' Wolf are no more
important to me than sessions with John
or George. No one plays rhythm like

John, and I think George must be the
best rock guitarist around.
John has some good moments, like
the slide on “Gel Back" John is good
lead because he's crazy! I don't know if
the word is erratic but he plays lead like
an amateur But it comes off. it’s not a
pul-down. He plays mad things, like old
blues guys.
You know, when wc did Howlin'
Wolf Eric was just . . . he had this guy
with him who played everything incred
ibly simple, but he blew Eric's mind, be
cause Eric would never think of going
that simple. Like, my chord technique is
because I don't know. It's like a child. I
do it like a child. I mean, children's
paintings arc fantastic!
Zak. he docs these paintings you
don't believe, and they're all doing
things: like something in the air’s jum
ping on that, and that jumps over there
against this over there, and the sun sud
denly bounces down
. . and people
say. “oh no. of course you’ve gotta have
the sun over there, and the shadow must
fall to the left.” They’re not into that,
but that’s how I play: its just anything
... I think T. Re.x arc fantastic, while I
think of it. I think they’re doing the best
sluff now they’ve ever done Il’s like
when we went to Dylan concerts, when
he brought The Band with him for the
first time, and five guys stood up in pull
overs and said, “oh terrible, traitor trai
tor.” Il gets bad when’people won’t al
low you to do what you wanna do.
We’re creating an image for them to ei
ther buy or not buy. Like a loaf of
bread: you like this bread or you don't
like it.
I've asked you about the albums of
John and George. What about Paul's?
I feel sad with Paul's albums because
I believe he's a great artist, incredibly
creative, incredibly clever, and he dis
appoints me on his albums. I don't think
there's one lune on lhe Iasi one. Rani.
There’s a couple of lines, that’s all. It's
loo tricky for me. I just feel he's wasted
his lime: it's just lhe way I feel. I think
it’s such a pity lhal he doesn't get in
there and do what I think he can do and
I'm sure he knows he can do. He seems
to be going strange. It's like he's nol ad
mitting lhal he can write great lunes. He
wants to do a tricky, rocky thing, which
he can do anyway.
I mean. Paul is fantastic, but he won’t
admit to lhe nice lunes he can write I
don't know, it just seems to me lhal he's
gelling a bit ashamed of them, he's try
ing lo have another image. He picks lhe
image of his choice, you know. I just
feel he's let me down.
You get on okay now, though, do you?
Il got better after lhe case. ^Ve
phoned each other and talked a bit. But
while we were being hassled with the
court case it was a bit strange. I just
kept thinking, “what's he doing it to me
for?” but then I realised he's gotta do it:
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to get what he wants it's the only way.
So I don't pul him down for that.
After the case was there any
ill-feeling?
Not really. The only ill-feeling was
that n was such a bind. It screwed yer
mind up to play a bit. You know, you'd
gel lawyers coming round all limes, day
and night, millions of affidavits, too
many problems that I didn't want to do
because I just wanted to play. But we
had to go through it. You've got to
stand up and go through these things if
someone lays them on you. and we had
to do that. We got a bit cat-calling,
which really wasn't right, but there's
nothing you can do. Suddenly your
brain gets twisted and you do strange
things. But as a person I can't help but
love 'im. I really can't. He's very impor
tant to me.
Do you ever see him socially now?
No. he's always in Scotland. Mick's
wedding was the last lime. That was a
bit strange because we hadn't see each
other for a year but we both knew that
everything was okay. I'm not gonna
. . . none of us arc gonna punch each
other, or anything like that. Il was just
like, we hadn't seen him for a year so it
got like, hello, you know, and we had to
gel warm logelher.
I get the impression though, there was
may be one time when it would've come
to blows.

No. it would never come to blows.
What about the story that John and
George sent you around to Paul’s to
ask if he'd hold the release of his album
so it wouldn’t interfere with sales of Let
It Be?
They didn't send me round, it's a mis
quote. The letters were ready there.
They, as directors of that com
pany -we're all directors of different
companies - wrote a letter to him. and 1
didn't think it fair that some office lad
should take something like that round. I
was in the office al the lime and said
give it to me ... no. I was talking to
the office, that's right, and they were
telling me what was going on. and I
said, “send it up. I'll take it round " I
couldn't fear him then. But he got ang
ry. because we were asking him to hold
his album back and the album was very
important to him. After I'd left the
house- 1 mean, it's all been said in
court, as it were. He told me to get out
of his house. He was crazy: he went cra
zy. I thought. I got brought down be
cause I couldn't believe it was happen
ing to me. I'd just brought the letter. I
said. I agree with everything that’s in
the letter, because we tried to work it
like a company then, not as individuals.
I pul my album out two weeks before,
which makes me seem like such a good
guy but it wasn't really, because I
needed to pul it out before else it

would've slayed me. Paul's album. And
it did.
It’s not true that he physically at
tacked you?
No. he just shouted and pointed at
me. Il's funny now. Everything gets fun
ny two years later. But I'm very emo
tional: things like that really upset me at
the time. It's only like a brother, you
know. You mustn't pretend that broth
ers don't fight, 'cause they fight worse
than anybody.
Can you give your version of the rea
son The Beatles split?
Hell, there’s a hundred reasons.
'Cause I left, 'cause George left, 'cause
Yoko came in. 'cause John left, 'cause
of the business, 'cause suddenly we we
ren't thinking together: suddenly we had
individual things to do. millions of
things. They're all part of it. you know.
Little niggly things that cropped up be
cause we'd been together for the past ten
years and suddenly wanted to do a few
different things.
Do you think it was inevitable, since
there were four strong individuals, that
you’d split?
No. not inevitable. Il only got to
break up when we all decided, “let's doother things besides The Beatles." But I
really would've like to do individual
things and The Bealle things. The Beat
les. we were a great group. We were a
good group, man. and there was a lol of
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good ideas and a lol of good music came
out as well but as the four the best stuff
came out.
You think musically, do you, you were
best as the four Beatles rather than as
the four individuals?
It was good because after ten years
we knew how to play together After ev
ery album we all went on holiday and
came back for the next one. We look a
few weeks to gel together, but it was
easier because of all the years that went
on before.
11 lakes a while . . . like the BB ses
sion. the first night, wasn't that good be
cause no one knew each other and you
couldn't get in with 'em. 1 play a bit cra
zy and they didn't know what was hap
pening. and the guitarist does a few
things and I'm not following him right,
so it lakes a couple sessions to gel into
how people play, and then you play
good. That's why the last night with BB
was the greatest session this year. Il was
just incredible; it blows yer mind. Thai's
why music is important to me. just for
those days. Thai's why I think it's more
important to me than acting.
Can you say when the first cracks ap
peared in The Beatles set-up?
I think on the white album.
Was there trouble in the studio?
No. we never really argued. That was
the funny thing. We always sort of held
back a bit. and maybe if we'd argued a
lol more then it wouldn't 've got to the
stage it got to.
Why do you say the white album?
I left on the while album. I had to
leave; I thought that the other three
were together and 1 wasn't with them. I
was separate. I was feeling down; also. I
thought I wasn't playing right. But I
went round to each one and said. “look.
I've gotta leave I can't make it.” But
then each one 1 went to said. “I thought
it was you three and I was on me own."
So al least we cleared it up that we were
all thinking a bit like that al the lime.
So we got together again; we sorted that
out. And then on the Let It Be album
George had to leave because he thought
Paul was dominating him.
That’s evident from the movie.
Well, he was. because Michael Lind
say-Hogg (director of the film) liked
Paul I would think, more than the rest
of us. So it's like Paul’s film, actually.
It was supposed to be 25 per cent each
and I've got about two shots, you know.
I did a lol of me comedy for 'em. I ran
round hidin' and peepin' and loonin'
about but they never used any.
Let's talk about the Maharishi. You
were the first to break with him. Do you
think he made fools of you?
No no. I'm pleased I met Maharishi.
It's one of the nice points in my life
meeting him. At the lime I was going
through a few scenes and I believed him
and he straightened me out on a few
things.
Like what exactly?
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Well, one of 'em was that I couldn't
understand why we weren't involved
with nature and animals. 1 really believe
that we're all together to some way. the
forces are all together. And suddenly all
the animals are being killed, all the land
is being destroyed.
You're a great believer in ecology, are
you?
Yeah, right. I think it's important for
us. But I was really brought down that
the whole world is just getting screwed
up. and 1 was talking to him and he was
saying that all the forces arc important
together, all these trees and flowers have
a purpose and can help you and we can
help each other, and we were just screw-

ing it up. I was gelling pretty down on
it; I'd just sit in the garden and look al
the trees and think, why the hell is ev
eryone just screwing the place up. If we
just lake a carrier bag and pul all our
shit in it and burn it. we gel rid of it . . .
but there again, burning doesn't help -it
all goes in the atmosphere and we gel no
sun or something. I was just gelling a
bit down, and he gave me a mantra
which I'll have for the rest of my life. If
things ever gel loo heavy I can meditate
and gel out of it.
You still meditate, do you?
Not very often. Occasionally. He gave
me a gift, you know, that no one can
lake from me. ever, and I thank him for
that. I'm always pleased I met him.
He wasn't one of those people who
hang around the big groups like The
Beaties?
No. No one knows this, but he didn't
know what The Beatles were. He was
one of the few people in the world that
had never heard of 'em. and when was
it—-’67—we were monsters then, and
he'd never heard of us. John and George
went to the first thing -I think he had a
meeting in the Hilton, a big conference,
some ball, anyway—and I got back that
night and there was all phone messages
on my answer phone saying, “going to
Bangor, you've gotta come, this guy is
incredible.” And so I met them in the
morning and we went to Bangor, and we
got off the train and of course the press
got us leaving London and wired Bang
or. So there's like 5,000 kids there, and

he got off the train thinking, “wow.
must really be getting big in Bangor!"
l ie really thought it was for him. he was
so naive.
Didn't he use you. thought, after
wards, to further himself?
Yes he did. after he realised. But all
I'm saying is that al first he never knew
about us. When he realised that sudden
ly we could attract these crowds ... his
aim in life was to get the whole world
meditating, so he thought. “I can use
them." He wanted us to do a world tour
and we'd open up a camp everywhere we
went for meditation, because that was
his life. But he never actually used us.
We never did anything for him: we nev
er paid one penny. The only money we
ever laid out was our air fare to India;
we never gave him anything.
You're not associated with mysticism
any more, then?
I really believe it. The only difference
is that now it's not running my life.
How about your LSD period? Do you
regret taking the dope now?
No. I can't regret it in a total way. In
certain ways I regret it. Like. I wish I
had got to that stage without it. I really
think it opened my eyes a bit. opened a
few passages to my brain, but I wouldn't
advise anyone ever to touch it. 1 would
never touch it again. You see. once
you've taken it there's no going’back.
You've done it then and gone through
it. So I've come through it and my only
regret is that I would've liked to get
where that took me —I wouldn't say it
was very high or low. or anywhere —I
would've liked to gel there without any.
How many trips did you take in all?
About nine.
Were they all good?
Good and bad. Some extremely bad.
some extremely good.
Did you see “God,” as so many claim
they do?
No. I can't understand that concept.
You just see something that relates to
what you were thinking al the time. I
think, that you weren't sure of. Some
times it's like an answer to a question
that you couldn't answer before you
look it. It's back again to whether the
answer is right, but I went through a lol
of good scenes with it. It mainly, not en
forced, not certified . . . what's the
word I'm thinking of?
Re-affirmed?
Yeah, rc-affirmed, re-affirmed a few
things for me. It opens your eyes . . .
you know, I wouldn’t like none of this in
the paper because it's one of these where
maybe some kids'll take the shit because
of something I said, and I wouldn't like
that. I’m telling you not to lake it. any
way. so you can write that.
You’re not into dope of any kind? Not
even grass?
No ... I mean. I'm into grass, just
old times. But I don't want that shit ei
ther. That’s the thing; I wanna do it by
myself. It gels very hard.
•

A&M Records is at once
Proud and Sad to Present
the Last Offering from a
Group of British Miracle
workers called Free.
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Free, Paul Rodgers, Paul Kossof, Andy Fraser and Simon Kirke, developed from a solid-but-simple blues band into an even more
solid-but-simple rock and roll band. They also developed from an ignored, unjustly-derided third bill on a past Blind Faith tour to o
cheer-provoking, international headliner. How did they do that? A couple of hit singles, three hit albums, but most of all, showing

talent capable of deriving something of unique value out of an extremely limited musical format.
And, you probably ask, how do we get off calling that a miracle? It has to do with implicit subtleties; Free were simple on the
surface, and their critics never failed to remind everyone of that. Still, audiences took them to heart and made them Britain s concert
phenomenon of 1970. It took awhile, but style and taste finally told the tale.

So to finish a bittersweet story, A&M now announces Free live. Il captures one of the most enthusiastically-received performing
bands in lhe world ploying some of their best material at the peak of their ability. Il may not seem like a miracle, but listen and ponder.
Rod Sleworl, Pele Townshend and Manfred Mann all called them one of England s best. Free live will fell you why.

A&M Records and Tapes
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Letters to the Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York. N.Y. 10017

MORE ON WHO___________________
Just like to tell Mark Pines that the
Who arc still ripping things up as much
as ever on this lour. Al least in Cleve
land they gave a most fantastic and
powerful concert including the sellout
crowd storming the stage and Pete
Townshend smashing equipment. Of
course, the music is serious but the Who
is still savage and that for them is beau
tiful.
Anonymous
Erie. Pa.

NEWPORT CRASHERS____________
This is for the people who crashed the
fences al the Newport Jazz Festival.
You can't expect to gel in free. I know
the cops were hassling the kids outside
and that they were wrong to use tear gas
but you really screwed up when you had
your circus onstage after the concert
was cancelled. Now the city council is
gonna do all it can to make sure there
are no more festivals there unless there
is a better location and super light po
lice security. Last year, only eleven out
of forty-nine scheduled festivals came
off and next year that number is gonna
be smaller if you keep screwing up. Ev
erybody. keep your heads together and
we can show the world all the love and
brotherhood that will keep the festivals
going.
Spooky
Newport. R.I.

Editor's note: The kids who tore down
the fences at Newport murdered one of
the most important jazz events of the
year. Thanks to them, there won't be a
Newport Jazz Festival next year.

REPLIES TO "SICK SQUARE"
People are entitled to their freedom of
speech . . . but this guy isn't making
any noise at all. He's just into this thing
where he enjoys putting people down.
Did you ever lake the time to just sit
down and listen to any rock music?
Jack Nerooker
Bennington. Vermont
Sounds to me like you're afraid to
change. Maybe the reason you don't
like freaks is that you can't be accepted
by them, they live the way they want to.
If you expect to be accepted for what
you are. try accepting them for what
they are and what they believe in.
Stephanie
Valley Stream. N.Y.

I have two words to say to Jack Brid
gewater who put down CIRCUS, good
music and normal young people in Sep-

CIRCUS

tembers issue of CIRCUS. "Up yours!"
N.D.

L.I.C.. N.Y.
MOODY BLUES LIKED IN VIET
NAM_______________________________
Peace to my brothers and sisters
across the sea. I hope to be joining you
soon as my sentence is over. Since com
ing to Nam I've gotten into a lol of dif
ferent things. Some of the best dope in
the world. Cosmic Powers, and the
Moody Blues to name a few. While oth
er groups express their ideas about life,
the Moody Blues explain it.
Danny Milligan
Pleiku. Vietnam

HEALTHY CRITICISM_____________
I've been reading your magazine for
the last few months and I have some
things to say about it. First of all. it's
better than most magazines of this type,
but second. I often get the feeling that
I’m reading all advertisements. The rea
son is that every group mentioned is
"brilliant” with at least one “genius”
who has (sob. sob) been overlooked by
everyone (except your magazine). But of
course this "genius” has a new album
out that will be a “landmark" and show
his talent to the world
I suggest your magazine could be im
proved by injecting a little criticism here
and there. This could at least be done in
your Record Review column if nowhere
else, and if your writers are incapable of
it. I would like a chance al the job
Gene Deo
Southbend. Indiana
Editor's note: Why not try us out with a
record review or two. Please note our
new section. Reviews from the Readers.
Look forward to seeing your byline on
our pages.
JIMBO_____________________________
1 want to thank Eric Luslbader for his
great article on Jim Morrison. Morrison
has had so much shit kicked in his face,
it's about lime someone said what
should have been said before his death
instead of after: damn why do people
have to die before we stop and give them
a much deserved second look? I have
saved a lot of articles about Jim Morri
son. but Eric Luslbader said more truth
and knowledge in his than all the others
pul together.
Joanne Toti
Arlington. Texas

THE WHO CONCERT______________
Yes. you do look like Keith Moon.

but the guard didn't know that. Anyway
you missed a fantastic concert. Thanks
for letting my friend take your picture
to let everyone know Moon has a twin.
The before concert happenings are real
ly great and a kiss to all my groupie sis
ters and freaky brothers who made my
first concert just plain freaky.
K1 ,
Neck a
West Mifflin. Penns.

GRAND FUNK vs. THREE DOG
NIGHT_____________________________
Total agreement with Bob. Ben. Rick,
and Tony. I'd much rather see Mark
Earner's body and his hair waving
around as a gimmick than read about
Three Dog Night adding a bullfrog to
their group to go along with that jerked
up song. "Joy to the World." 1 also
want to say George Harrison did some
thing wonderful for the people of East
Pakistan. Il showed many of us we can
help our brothers if we just gel involved.
Leslie
I am so tired of listening to how great
Grand Funk is. My opinion. Grand
Funk really slinks. Grand Funk hides
their mistakes by the loudness of their
music. They are not a supergroup but a
long shot. They should never be com
pared with the Beatles. Byrds, or the
Who.
Bob Sczcsney.
Erie. Pa.

This is concerning the Grand Funk
interview in the September issue. I am a
very good fan of your magazine and
think that some of the things (about the
interview) are shit! Il says “To lop it
off. it took a mere 72 hours to sell out
where it look the Beatles a whole 80
days." This statistic sucks. I low can you
compare the Grand Funk Railroad to
the Beatles??? It just pisses me off when
writers use this silly comparison.
Mr. Szul
Trenton. N.J.
PERSONAL_____________________ __
Would Carol, the wonderful girl from
Los Angeles whom I met in Coney Is
land in Cincinnati. Ohio on August 17
please phone or write.
Todd Rem my
2289 Compton
Mt. Healthy. Ohio 45231

TERRY KNIGHT INTERVIEW
The Yale Bowl in New Haven holds a
capacity of 70.000 not 10.000 and only
20 % of the Bowl is used when concerts
are held so everybody can see. Being at
the Grand Funk concert I can tell you
15.000 people at most were there, in
cluding 3,000 people who crashed. So
anyone reading that Grand Funk filled
Yale Bowl shouldn’t believe that bullshit
because it wasn’t so. Also. Grand Funk
is the most unmusical group around.

Humble Pie blew them away al Shea
Stadium.
Zac Pappas
Seymour. Connecticut

BLACK SABBATH CONCERT ER
A few weeks ago 1 went to a Black
Sabbath Concert at Gaelic Park in the
Bronx. There were a bunch of greasers
outside drinking beer and looking for
trouble. I saw this good looking guy
walk by them and suddenly he dis
appeared. A couple of seconds later I
heard screaming and yelling. I went
over to see what was going on. and I
saw him laying on the ground with
blood all over his face. They were kick
ing him in the stomach and in his legs. It
was horrible. A few of their girlfriends
were gonna beat me up because I helped
him. What's this world coming to? The
way everybody's acting there will never
be peace.
Pai
Bronx. New York
CAROLE KING AMEN______________
There arc a couple of points Jacoba
Atlas made in her article about Carole
King that I would like to dispute. The
first is her judgement of Carole as
“Nonpolitical." therefore completely
uninvolvcd with any of society's prob
lems. Actually Carole is not so much
nonpolilical as she is pro-human, if you
understand the difference. That is to
say. her concerns are much the same as
those of anyone who cares deeply about
this world, but they do not take the
form of “political” songs in their stric
test sense. Rather her protests and com
ments arc manifested in songs like
“Spaceship Races.” “Goin* Back.”
“Eventually.” “Up on the Roof.” and
“Smackwater Jack." The songs may be
“nonpolilical” but they are powerful, al
beit quiet and often subtle, comments
on the times we live in.
The second point I wish to dispute is
in that quote which began. “Women's
liberation ladies would be horrified
. . .” Any Women's liberation lady
who would be horrified at the spectacle
of a woman achieving superstardom by
sole virtue of her creative excellence and
her own personal magnetism could not
possibly be serious about the movement.
Carole King's accomplishments as a
composer, musician, performer, and ar
ranger are singular and astonishing.
What other woman has played piano
with B.B. King? Or had a song recorded
by the Beatles? Brilliant women like Ca
role King are. among other things, what
Women's Liberation is all about.
Mrs. Marianne Taylor
New York. N.Y.

MORE STILLS ___________________
As I sit here staring at the cover of
Stephen Stills' newest album my
thoughts are lorn between the awful re-

view Rolling Slone gave it. my own feel
ings. and his great performance at the
Garden.
Honestly. I never cared for the Mem
phis Horns until after the concert, and
even the album got nicer to listen to af
terwards. Stills gave a magnificent per
formance. a performance I am glad I
got to sec. rather than seeing George
Harrison and his superstars. I'm not
saying Stephen isn't a superstar, he
most certainly is. but at his performance
there were no other superstars except
him. Anyway. I like the album more
now that I've seen how bad it can be
brought down. Stephen Stills is doing
the best he can. and the fact that he be
lieves that he's good gives us. the public,
all the more reason to believe it also.
Debbie
Hempstead. New York

RESPONSE TO BLUES____________
This is to the boy who wrote the letter
about being a homosexual in the Sep
tember issue. He should not be afraid of
telling his friends what he feels. I don't
think homosexuality is bad. Society
must accept that this is one form of
love. In my neighborhood many people
I know look upon homosexuals as mi.xcd-up freaks. I believe love is natural in
which ever form it takes. I urge him to
move to a larger city to find his happi
ness. His type of love is beautiful and
truthful.
M.G.

You are wrong about this generation
not accepting homosexuality. Perhaps
the kids in your home town are uptight
about sexual labels, but that's not true
everywhere. And it may not be as true
as you think of your town either. Even
though you say no one suspects you are
gay. I'd bet there arc a couple of people
who arc close enough friends to know
intuitively and who have the open mind
edness to accept you. as a person any
way. O.K. you may be thinking, that's
easy for you to say. And you're right,
truth is easy. All you have to do is ac
cept yourself. Once you do. you'll find it
easier to let others accept you.
A young man whom I've known for
years has been struggling with his ho
mosexuality ever since I’ve known him.
When I first met him. he was very dis
tant. afraid he might “slip.” After
awhile, he gradually opened up and
started telling me in little hints, his big
secret, which I'd known all along. When
he realized I wasn't going to shun him
because of his sexual preferences, he
slopped making confessions and apo
logies for himself and we went on to an
easy, relaxed friendship. There is no
need for anyone to make sex. in what
ever form, the center of their entire ego.
Try thinking in terms of “I'm a per
son. ' not “I'm a homosexual.” Cause

we all are people, man. and ain’t it good
to be alive.
When I'm feeling down I find it a
great help to listen to an album that
suits my mood and let the music say it
all for me. let it all out. Have you listen
ed to “Bad 'n Ruin" of the Faces LP
Long Player? Some of those lyrics the
fantastic Rod Stewart is belting out are:
“Well. I'm a faggot in the first degree
. . but it don't seem to worry me."
Right out front, up there on stage, on
record for all eternity We all must love
each other and try not to hale ourselves
so much The Beatles said il-J// ue need
is Love Amen.
A friend

I don't know you. but 1 think you're
definitely not alone. Dope isn't gonna
solve your problem and neither is sui
cide. Why waste your life? Get out into
the world, leave that small New Eng
land town. Your best bet is to come to
New York City. Il's all up to you. For
instance you can call or write
Gay Activist Alliance. 99 Wooster
Street. New York 212-CA6-8572. Open
to men and women every Thursday 7:30
p.m. donation fifty cents.
Then there's a Gay Discussion Group
every Wednesday al 8 p.m. al 300 Ninth
Avenue (28th St.). Free information,
why not write? W.S.D.G. Box 502.
Cathedral Station. New York. N.Y.
10025. Good luck.
A friend
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Townshend's
Vision:

Technologized Rock
———

t41[TThat's going down now (in
VV rock) is very stagnant." says
Peter Townshend, smashing guitar
ist. would-be film-maker, and some
time collector of pornographic com
ic books and other curios. “This was
a very nice summer and so on. but
nothing very much is happening,
and so far as rock is concerned,
very, very little is happening." But
Peter has got some tricks up his
sleeve to get things shaking again.
He’s got a technological arsenal, as
sembled al the cost of thousands of
pounds, hours, and false-starts. And
it's already shaken the Who into
producing Who's Next (Decca).
Though he reports that he was
born with a plastic spoon in his
mouth. Pete is a natural aristocrat.
When he grantsan audience, it takes
place in the corner of a posh hotel
restaurant.
There he is. the man who gave us
Happy Jack, a pin-ball wizard, an
acid queen, and the beauteous Lily,
sitting in a dining room chair. It
comes as something of a surprise
that he takes you as seriously as you
take him. He listens carefully,
agrees or disagrees with a remark
ably quiet intensity, and remembers
who you were sitting with at a party
the night before, when you didn’t
even realize he was there. It occurs
to you that he’s not with you to lis
ten to himself talk, but to discuss
matters of mutual concern to you
both.
Bearded, temperamental and ver
bal. when Pete talks, you can almost
see his ideas on where rock is going
bounce off the walls of his brain,
like electrons in an atomic reactor.
He begins by pointing out the next
big obstacles the Who are going to
have to overcome.
“I think that we are in a position
to do more than most groups.” he
says in a reflective tone, “because
we have gone over the humps that
other groups have come to and then
either split up. or lost the point. But
1 also think that it doesn’t make it
any easier for the Who. because the
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hump we've come to now is not nec
essarily a hump in the career. We’ve
learnt to get over those, but it’s a
hump in rock, and that has to do
with society changing very slowly.
Women's lib is doing a lot more
than rock to change society, and
that’s not a very good situation."
Now that the Who have finally
achieved international recognition.
Pete feels that they’ve got to be
careful with each new undertaking.
“The most important thing we have
to do is to make sure that the Who
remain the Who. and if that ceases
to happen, then obviously we’ll have
a different set of power tools, but
right now. we’re a lol better off than
the Slones, for instance, since we’ve
a much shorter history and a much
more open stand."
Pete has a very clear picture of
whal the Who have been and what
they hope to be in the near future.
“Where we are today is a little bit
different from where we were yester
day. When I've been the most out
rageous and perhaps even the loos
est. was when we were in the
middle of the seesaw, like at the
Monterey Pop Festival. Nothing I
did could have tipped that seesaw
the other way—nothing. Whereas
today. 1 think the seesaw is tipping
the other way. which puts the Who
in a position where I'm not likely lo
do anything that will jeopardize my
requirement for audience feed-back,
because I need it more than ever
with a new stage-act and a new al
bum. I don’t want to intimidate the
audience in any way."
These days, every super-group
has to decide, not only what kind of
performance they want to give, but
where and when they will perform.
Grand Funk’s solution was to play
Shea Stadium, but Townshend is
anxious to avoid such large-scale
concerts.
“The thing that closed the Fill
mores down." he suggests, “and the
thing that makes a group like the
Who or Grand Funk, who really
have got their finger on the pulse.

by Ron Ross

sell-out so fast is that there’s no
place for good up and coining bands
to play anymore."
But Townshend thinks the biggest
thing holding rock back is the au
dience. It’s not interested in ripping
it up at concerts anymore. It just
wants to sit there and watch. "Rock
isn’t doing what it did. Its audiences
are buying records when they buy
tickets to rock concerts. They're
buying the privilege to see a per
formance. and not to be part of a
rock event. For example, someone
like Terry Knight will say one of his
wonderfully stupid things, such as
’If Grand Funk says go out and
smash the city, the kids will do it.’
But the kids won’t do it -they want
Grand Funk to do it. If anybody's
going to do any smashing, it’s gotta
be Grand Funk, because that’s what
they represent to their fans. And
that's what I feel is wrong with the
present scene. If anybody should
tear down a city—let’s not be so
blatantly revolutionary - I mean if
any changes have got to be made,
it's got to be the people themselves
that do it. and the music that talks
about it. that instigates it. that re
flects it and approves it while it's
happening has got to be the product
of communication between an entire
generation and not just a bunch of
musicians."
While Woodstock symbolizes the
kind of communication he seems to
be talking about. Townshend is no
torious for having rejected the festi
val while it was happening. The
Who were caught in the strange cir
cumstances that made Woodstock
what it was. By the lime they were
finally allowed to go on. there was
no money left to pay them, although
other bands had demanded cash on
the line months before. The Who
were exhausted, depressed by the
working conditions, and annoyed by
the thousands of kids who seemed to
have no perspective on what they
were experiencing.
Pete recollects. "The possibilities
of Woodstock were fantastic, but
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Townshend’s amusement
with technology
didn't wash with the group.
They spent eight months
battling quadraphonic tapes
and acoustical problems.

Rock is in a slump,
says the Who’s
Peter Townshend.
But synthesizers,
cameras,
and magnetic tape
could jack it up again.

I

the end result was chaos. I think 1
was the first to knock it. and I came
up with a lot of bad vibes as a result.
I was saying it was bullshit, right,
and the curly headed kids would
come up and say. ‘This is the great
est thing that ever happened to me'
and I felt like screwing their faces in
the mud. It was a ‘success' for all
the wrong reasons.
“Woodstock the thing, though,
was nearer to what will have to be.
You're going to have to live Woodstock Nation as an ongoing reality,
and it's going to have to be separate,
in some ways, from other life-styles.
In a similar way. a record is sepa
rate: you're in your room, you close
your eyes, you listen to the mu
sic—it's separate in that it takes you
out. But with concerts now. you go.
you buy time, you watch the ‘movie'
and in the end, you gel your physi
cal thing out in the encore. I mean
nothing really happens. One of our
biggest problems now is that the au
dience can't or won't dance and so
they end up doing all of their mov
ing after the show should have en
ded. We hate encores. It's very diffi
cult when the audience still has the
energy that they should have
worked off during the performance,
and then you have to go out and
build the whole show up again."
Rock has always been an alterna
tive: a chance to twist and shout, in
stead of fox-trot, to ball it up. rather
than cool it. Yet at the age of four
teen or so. it looks like rock is be
coming just as unsure of itself as
any teenager.
Townshend's imagination soars,
and his ideas become a little garbled
when he tried to describe how he in
tends to get things jumping again.
He's into film as a replacement for
concerts, and he has as yet undeve
loped plans for happenings, whose
effects would be fell by everyone in
volved with rock.
"What is important." he ex
plains. “is not that people are
watching a movie, but that an Event
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The Beatles
have become so cagey,
their attitude
strikes me as very false.”

One of our biggest problems is that
the audience can’t or won't dance.”

The only way to
make rock an
event again is to
put it on film.

I
' We re not real onstage when
we play anymore,
so we might as well run
a movie.”
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happened. Word of mouth isn't
good enough to explain all the de
tails and all .the different per
spectives of what happens, so really
the movie is just a catalogue, in
which obviously the audience is go
ing to be very passive, but what dif

’’Harrison shouldn’t put
his conversations with God to music.”

ference does it make, because we're
not real on stage now when we play.
I'm like a movie, so 1 might as well
run a movie.
“The film should serve as an illus
tration of what had actually taken
place and would then completely ne
gate anybody's desire to go see rock
in its present form, unless they were
going to see specific kinds of acts
that require specific types of theatre
to work in. There's nothing wrong
with the old sort of Greek theatre,
but as applied to rock, you can see
its shortcomings. We'd have to
work every bloody day of the year in
order to meet the people.
“What's really got to happen now
is that we have to be removed. The
audience has to be the thing. They
have to exist within the pop frame
work. They have to make the pop
song. It has to come from them. It's
very hard to see how that kind of
situation can come together without
being filmed so that people can un
derstand the implications of the
Event. It's not because film is so
good, but because it’s better than
records."
But despite Townshend's theories,
the latest Who offering is a
record — Who's Next, a noble al
bum. less wordy and unified than
Tommy, but combining the driving
virtuosity of the Who’s live per
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formances with the subtly forceful
production of the new Townshend'
Glyn Johns team. It took so long,
because none of them were really
quite sure of what they wanted to
do. so hundreds of song ideas were
never followed up. “The Song is
Over" is typical. It's the final por
tion of a song cycle that proved too
unwieldy to record in full. “Blue
Eyes" is an old track put in as a
change of pace from the rockers
“Going Mobile" and “Won't Get
Fooled Again" that surround it.
Townshend gives some back
ground on the album and a film that
was lost in the shuffle: “We spent
eight months battling technology,
struggling with quadraphonic tape
playback systems, doppler effects in
big halls, acoustical problems in
small halls, and playing to
pre-recorded tapes. We've really
gone through the mill, and we wound
up failing so often because my
amusement with technology didn't
wash with the group."
Pete says he thinks he has the
electronics under control now. He
now uses a synthesizer tape far sim
pler than the ones he toyed with in
the film, and throws it behind the
guitar when the Who perform
“Won't Get Fooled Again" live.
The effect is incredible. But there
are still problems. At one of the first
performances with the synthesizer,
someone forgot to bring the mag
netic tape onstage. “The tape, the
tape." Townshend whispered franti
cally to a roadie, who disappeared
off-stage, returned with a roll of
wrapping tape, tried to figure out
why Townshend looked furious, dis
appeared off-stage again, and came
back with a roll of masking tape.
In the studio, however. Pete is the
master of an ever-growing number
of new tools and techniques. The
story behind the cut “Baba
O'Riley" indicates just how much is
going on in the grooves. “The words
have got very little to do with the
music. 'Baba O'Riley' was a com
bination of all the approaches I de
veloped for this new kind of rock
event. The concept was to use syn
thesizers and pre-recorded tapes to
get information about an individual,
turn it into music, react to that mu
sic. and then add to it. turning it
into something else.
“The funny noise in the back
ground of 'Baba O'Riley' is the first
tape I made of that type. I set up my
synthesizer to data I’ve got on my
self. and I let it blow away for about
thirty minutes. I then edited it down
to ten minutes and even further to
what it is now. Then I wrote some
words about the farmer, out in the
fields, a fifty-year old man, whose

kids have run away. He's saying
that the whole of youth is wasted.
Wherever he looks, all he sees is
wasted teenagers. Hence, 'teenage
wasteland.' ”
Viola. Sounds simple, huh? All
you need is about six hundred hours
of free time, a synthesizer, and pro
digious talent. As it is. Pete is as
satisfied with the album as he ever is
with any of his projects, given the
reduction process he's forced to put
them through.
Stretching out for the pause that
refreshes, he talked about some of
the other albums he's enjoyed re
cently. Most notable is All Things
Must Pass, the record George
Harrison used to get out a religious
devotion that parallels Pete's own
love of Meher Baba, the Indian
saint credited as “avatar" on Tom
my. Townshend disagrees with Har
rison about setting his beliefs to mu
sic. “I wouldn't venture to do any
thing of that sort myself. Listening
to Harrison's album I felt that he
was really allowing us to hear his
personal conversations with his
master, his conversations with God.
He could say better some of the
things he has to say if he allowed
himself to be interviewed. There was
an Indian musician, for example,
who at the peak of his influence de
cided to stop playing altogether, as
evidence of his piety. Anyway. I
don't see why George and the rest
don't do more interviews. They've
become so cagey, and their attitude
strikes me as very false in some
ways."
Practicing what he preaches. Pete
frequently spends as much as an en
tire week in interviews, and some
one in England told him that he and
John Lennon have been saying the
same things about politics, women's
lib. and rock. As Pete’s friend
Speedy Keene might say. there
seems to be something in the air.
Like Lennon. Townshend is a
complex personality who has and
will continue to express himself in
the Who's music. What the Who's
next will be exactly is a bit uncertain
as yet. “I'm trying very hard." Pete
concluded, “to sound positive and
real. I think the Who will do some
thing that not a lot of other people
have ever done to start the wheels
turning again. All you really need is
the moment, and we are just waiting
for that moment. When we get it.
we're gonna do it.
"The Who are the only band that
have got so much, but have also got
an outwardly humorous stand,
which makes it a lot easier to be
serious. We’re slow-moving, but
then it gives the audience time to ad
just."
*
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A Disk For
The Ladies From The Monster Men

<

What?
A soft sound from
Steppenwolf,
the stud
and leather band?
Lead singer
John Kay tells why.
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by Walli Elmlark

r I 'he lead singer of Steppenwolf.
jL John Kay. came on stage at the
Manhattan Center in New York
City wearing black leather pants
(tight) with silver sluds running
down each leg. a wide black leather
bell glittering with silver studs, a
sleeveless undershirt with a wide sil
ver bracelet hugging his bare left bi
ceps and small round black sung
lasses. The perfect picture of a hit
ter.
The group was loud, very heavy,
and had their audience up and danc
ing after two numbers. The reaction
to any three introductory notes from
their Monster album made one cow
er in the corner breathing prayers
for survival and wondering how
one’s mother would react to an obit
reading "mashed to death at a Step
penwolf concert."
Suddenly, what is this? A quiet
song? No other-worldly screeching
from “musical” feed back? No jum
ping and humping of guitars?
It’s a song from their latest album
For Ladies Only (Dunhill).
“This album is totally different
for us." says John, “musically and
conceptually. While it’s certainly
not a soft sounding album we are
leaning more towards the use of
slide and bottle neck guitar with a
bluesy feel. Our new guitarist. Kent
Henry, has a lot to do with that.
There’s nothing he can't play with
slide, and he’s damn fast. Also accu
rate. Especially considering the fact
that he loses, so to speak, the use of
one finger. If the album comes close
to any of our others, it’s our first,
only because there is a great deal of
variety musically.
"Conceptually, it’s a complete de
parture for us. When we start plan
ning for an album we decide on a
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concept first, then write our album
around that idea.
“In the beginning we wrote most
ly topical songs and commentary.
The Monster album was political
and got that out of our systems.
When it came time for us to do
something new we were stuck. We
felt we had covered everything.
Then suddenly it occurred to us that
we had never written songs about
the most obvious—boy meets girl.
Relationships between guys and
girls. How we. Steppenwolf, as indi
viduals. related to chicks. Since
we’re all guys, naturally the album
was written about chicks—so there
it is. For Ladies Only.
“While we were writing it 1
bumped into Jane Fonda in the
road. You know, she’s heavy into
women's lib. I thought she was go
ing to be another one of those opin
ionated, pushy broads trying to be a
guy. but that was far from where
she’s at. 1 came away really admir
ing the girl and what she stood for.
So. while we didn’t want to lean on
it too heavily, there are a couple of
women’s lib songs on the album.

“Personally I’m all for women’s
lib. up to a point. Like when it
comes to equality in jobs, when you
hire a chick who wants to be a bus
driver you’ve gotta pay her the same
amount to be a bus driver as you
would pay a guy. That’s only fair.
“Just because the woman carries
and delivers the children doesn’t
mean that she must be tied up in the
house with them.
“However, so many of these
women's lib groups are mainly dis
torted females trying to rearrange
the sex roles. That’s where I get
turned off. Excuse me. do you see
any matches on that table? My eyes
are so bad I can hardly see."
Aha! The black sun glasses! O.K..
so he’s not a drug freak covering up
the evidence. But what about the
studs and undershirt? He could be a
hitter.
“At the same time, whether 1
agree with women’s lib or disagree,
the very fact that a women’s lib
movement is possible still is a wonderous fact about America to me.
“I was born in East Germany
where I started school. In ’49 we

moved to West Germany, in '58 we
moved to Canada, and in "63 I came
to the states.
“Having gone to school in so
many countries. 1 realized a very in
teresting fact. History, as read in
history books, is written by that
country’s historians."
“Germany didn't want to look
quite so bad. so she changed a
couple of facts here and there."
“Canada, being so small, wanted
to look like she had more in
volvement with the world situations
than she did. so she made her little
changes."
“After living in so many countries
I can knowingly say that America
comes the closest to a true democra
cy."
“There were disappointments in
America for me. When you live in
any minority country and you read
about life in America (those history
books again) you picture people run
ning around living the Constitution
to the letter every day. America,
where no-one ever spits on the side
walks and there are equal opportu
nities for all. and everyone is rich

John Kay: music is a serious business. That’s why we got rid of some of the earlier guys
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forever after. I must say. however,
that for every negative. 1 seemed to
find two positive points."
“Unfortunately, there arc minor
ity groups here, and there isn't true
equality, but we're getting closer ev
ery day. That's why I ran for public
office in Los Angeles."
“What type of office did you run

for?"
I

“It was a seat on the board of
trustees of a junior college.
“Until lately college kids
could demonstrate and the demon
strations were effective for awhile.
However. I feel now that the useful
ness of demonstrations has had it.
They've been overplayed. Particu
larly in that section of L.A. The col
lege kids there have practically no
voice on school precedents, proce
dures. or principles. I wanted to use
that seat to let them channel their
strength through me.
"We have to re-educate the mass
es from the bottom up.
"The long shoremen and the coal
miners feel they are ‘good people.
After all. don't they have an Ameri
can flag and seal their envelopes
John Kay: looks like a bikey,
but he ran for public office.

with Christmas seals right through
the fourth of July? They have to be
taught that long hairs can use their
heads for thinking as well as com
bing.”
“By the way. I never actually got
to run because my citizenship pa
pers (I was still a German citizen at
that time) arrived about two weeks
too late. However, with or without
me. this generation is going to set
precedents for a new way of life. I
really believe that America has the
potential for attaining true equal
rights."
The hitter image had become only
a fond memory. Even his grammar
was correct, and he's hardly become
a citizen. Rotten guy probably even
knows how to spell! When in doubt,
change the subject.
How did Sleppenwolf decide on
that name?
“It was taken from Herman
Hesse's book."
Vague dislike started creeping in.
Underneath that long hair was he
smuggling an intellectual's brain?
“We were already recording and
we had no name.
“One day our producer threw that

at us and we didn't really care, so
we said O.K."
Maybe he wasn't so bad after all.
“I spent a lot of years trying to
learn about music. I went all the
way back to the roots of blues gui
tar. Music isn't a game, it's a busi
ness and it's a serious business.
That's the main reason the members
of the group changed. They were too
young to realize that one hit didn't
keep a group going. You have to
keep working at it. not let down for
a minute. I knew what it was like to
starve. 1 wasn't about to go back to
it because of a couple of guys' im
maturity."
Amazingly an hour had fled with
the rapidity of one joint thrown into
the midst of a seven piece rock
group. A limousine (not a cycle) had
arrived to spirit John off to the air
port. An odd feeling of loss seemed
to descend. A loss of the unfinished,
unlimited, and unending rapping
that could have been.
The hysterical fourteen year olds
flashed through my mind. For their
sakes I hoped they would never find
out . . . not even one old knife
wound scar.

record reviews
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and Ed Kelleher
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Black Oak Arkansas: rock cake, country frosting.
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The Who—Who's Next (Decca).
Some music isn't to be listened to at
all. Some's to be sampled once or twice
then filed away. And some is for keep
ing. The Who's music is for keeping.
Every single song on this LP holds up
after repeated playings, and how many
albums can you say that about? The
original Who sound, the crashing guitar
chords born of the rough and tumble
world of urban England, has stayed in
tact over the years and now is embel
lished by some startling synthesizer
work by Peter Townshend, who. of
course, is also heard on lead guitar.
"Won't gel Fooled Again" gets the su
per-extended treatment which it de
serves. and the LP also features a first
rale song entitled “My Wife." written
by bass player John Entwistle. There is
even an aura of folk dance about “Baba
O'Riley." Yep. folk dance! “Bargain" is
a grand shouler and “Gelling In Tune"
has a wry quality lying just beneath its
piano-dominated surface. Our own pick
for the most amazing track is “Going
Mobile." an exuberant tribute to the
joys of the open road. If some enterpris
ing scientist-type folk are slocking lime
capsules with honest to God rock 'n'
roll. “Who's Next” should have a place
there. And when they dig it up centuries
from now . . . well, what was that you
were saying about future shock?
The Moody Blues—Every Good Boy De
serves Favour (Threshold).
The Moodies have done it again.
Done what? If you have to ask. you may
not enjoy the latest effort by this British
quintet. But if you've let yourself be
drawn into the dreamlike web of their
unique music over the years, you should
find EGBDF right up to snuff. “The
Story In Your Eyes.” which has done
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quite nicely for lhe boys as a single, is
included, but lhe longer cuts, those
which enable lhe group to really step
out. give the album its strength. Mood
plays a large part in lhe proceedings,
most notably in “My Song." a com
position by mellolron master Mike Pin
der. which swirls and flows like a river.
“Nice To Be Here" is lhe kind of song
which quickly slips into your con
sciousness and takes up residence there
like an old friend. “Procession" and
“One More Time To Live." with lheir
dramatic intonations, are a bit too
weighty for comfort but the gentle ex
cellence of the remainder of the set
more than makes up for these excesses.
A Space In Time—Ten Years After (Co
lumbia).
Il’s been a long while since Ten Years
After have had an album on the market,
and I guess everyone will be interested
in knowing what they've been up to
Well, as the title suggests, there has
been a space in time, but as far as Alvin
Lee is concerned the space is not repre
sentative of any substantial musical
change!
Ten Years After have been around for
approximately three years, and in that
lime they have concentrated lheir musi
cal efforts on recording blues oriented
songs. The only advance they've made
on this first album for Columbia is that
they’ve finally learned how to write
short, three minute songs! The songs
may be awful, but at least they come
and go before they become disturbing.
“Let The Sky Fall." second song on
side two has been recorded by TYA at
least three different times using different
lilies for each. Listen to it carefully and
then try to name the other TYA songs
from which it was taken. In a lime when

The Who: worth keeping centuries.

there are so many creative talents in the
music industry (Jethro Tull. Moody
Blues. Humble Pie. Deep Purple, etc.) il
seems hopeless to depend on Ten Years
After for anything new and inventive.
Considering the length of lime passed
since lheir last release, it seems safe to
say that this latest product from TYA
will certainly become a giant sales item,
if only because the audience at large is
interested in preserving the image of
lheir idols ralher than lhe image of lheir
music!
So Long, Bannatync — Guess Who
(RCA).
Though lhe fine musicianship and ex
pert vocal harmony arc ever present on
this new release, there's been a marked
departure from previous Guess Who
LP's. Lyrically, lhe album is poor.
Probably because many of lhe selections
are not supposed to be taken seriously.
“One Man Army." and “Fiddlin'* for
example arc hardly lunes one would ex
pect to hear from a group who have re
leased “These Eyes." “Laughing." "Al
bert Flasher," and a half dozen other
monumental songs.
Nevertheless, lhe serious songs re
main brilliant. “Goin A Little Crazy" is
magnificent—both musically and vocal
ly. It is. in fact, lhe high poinl of lhe al
bum. The selection couples lhe group's
musicianship with brilliant orchestral
arrangements and much piano-per
cussion interplay that fils perfectly into
the framework of the song. "Pain
Train" is another highlight. Most out
standing feature of lhe lune is lhe moan
ing Wah-Wah solo performed by Kurt
Winter.
Side two is typical Guess Who mate
rial with the exception of “One Man's
Army." which is done in the unusual
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Mothers Of Invention style. Most im
pressive selection on this side is “Sour
Suite,” which at first sounds reminis
cent of “The Wind” by Circus Max
imus, but soon takes on its own unique
style. Special credit must be afforded
Ben McPeek for his imaginative string
arrangements that so grace the album.
Deep Purple—Fireball (Warner Bros.)
Deep Purple was a remarkable band
of musicians back when they were doing
“Hush.” Now two and a half years and
one Royal Philharmonic later, they are
even belter. Ian Gillan, fresh from his
performance in the title role of “Jesus
Christ. Superstar.” is a lead vocalist
with presence, and his five cohorts give
him solid backing all the way without
surrendering their individual in
strumental personalities. It all makes
for a rare cohesiveness. “Anyone's
Daughter” is probably the most enter
taining cut on the record, al least as
much for its good-natured self-derision
as for the sheer counlryesquc joy of its
delivery. “Strange Kind Of Woman” is
infectious rock ’n’ roll al its best and
there are five other selections, any one
of which could easily become someone’s
personal favorite. This is more than just
a good album —it’s a quality album.
Dust (Kama Sutra).
In the past, there have been very few
first albums that have had as much im
pact as this one. There was Led Zeppe
lin. Mountain and Black Sabbath. Now,
there is Dust. But don’t let the label fool
you. If you think this is another in a
series of Kama Sutra bubble gum
LP’s—forget it You couldn’t be more
wrong! When Buddah said they were
going all out to change the image of
their Company, they meant it.
Dust is a New York based hard rock
trio consisting of Kenny Aaronson. on
bass. Marc Bell on drums, and guitarist
vocalist Richie Wise. The group also al
lows Aaronson to double proficiently on
steel guitar, dobro, and bottleneck.
The most impressive factor on Dust's
first album is that all of the songs have
melodies. After a first listening it be
comes obvious that Aaronson. Bell and
Wise arc three of the finest musicians in
rock, but also obvious is the fact that
their songs are strong as songs. Though
each is different from the next, the
group’s fine style shines through from
beginning to end.
Side one opens with “Stone Wom
an,” a potential single that features
many excellent steel guitar passages by
Aaronson. and a strong vocal perform
ance by Wise. What follows arc “Cha
sin' Ladies.” a rhythmic rocker with a
magnificent solo; “Goin' Easy.” a me
lodic blues lune, and the dynamic “Love
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Me Hard,” a number to be long remem
bered.
Tearing into side two we discover the
haunting “From A Dry Camel.” des
tined to become a rock classic. This nine
minute song goes through numerous
changes in dynamics while remaining
smooth and consistent throughout. Fol
lowing Camel is the only ballad on the
LP. “Often Shadows Felt” with its soft
acoustic guitar lines and booming bass
leads me to believe that Dust will be
around long after most rock groups
have vanished. The final selection on the
LP is the only one composed by bassist
Aaronson. and is entitled “Loose
Goose.” Though an instrumental, its
powerful lead line catches on imme
diately and makes way for some speaker
to speaker guitar and bass fills which
are delightful.
Don't make the mistake of consid
ering Dust just another hard rock act.
They are much more than that. For not
since Cream has a trio emerged with as
much raw potential, as much en
thusiasm, and as much talent. This al
bum is certain to cause quite a sensation
in underground markets and deserves all
the praise it can muster up.
The House On The Hill—Audience
(Elektra).
Audience is a new English quartet
whose members consist of Keith Gem
mell. Howard Werth. Tony Connor,
and Trevor Williams. But. unlike many
English acts who concentrate on a par
ticular musical style. Audience explores
music in general, using a variety of in
struments including tenor sax. flute,
clarinet, and vibes to convey a mood
rather than a particular sound.
Though the group’s first single. “In
dian Summer.” is already on the nation
al charts, the album is more representa
tive of the band’s musical capabilities.
“Nancy,” for example, sounds like
nothing you’ve ever heard before, and
like nothing you’re likely to hear again!
It’s brilliant in its simplicity yet at the
same time, complex in its lyrical rhyme
scheme.
“Raviole,” the final track on side one
has been the selection with which I have
conducted many personal experiments
only to find that it seems to sound much
more interesting al a speed of 16 and 2/3
than it does al 33 and Ya! But please,
discover this for yourself. You might
lake a liking to both versions.
Of the nine tunes on the album, only
“I Pul A Spell On You” was written by
someone other than a member of Au
dience. Having always considered them
selves a progressive label. Elektra has
turned out another fine album. Now.
Atomic Rooster and Audience give the

company the much needed talent they
were so long without.
Black Oak Arkansas (Atco).
In this day and age, when new groups
are sprouting like flowers, it becomes
more and more difficult to find the tal
ented ones. Signed by a label boasting
that it has one of the heaviest rosters of
talent. Black Oak Arkansas has
emerged with an unusually fine first al
bum. BOA combines hard rock with
pure, good, tasty music, and plays it all
well.
Opening selections feature some fine
steel guitar solos by Stan Knight. Many
of the cuts are lopped off with a touch
of country flavoring, most noticeable in
“Uncle Lijah,” and “The Hills Of Ar
kansas.” On “1 Could Love You.” and
the lengthy version of their just-released
single. “Lord Have Mercy On My
Soul.” BOA demonstrate their rock ca
pabilities and focus their vocal attention
on Jim Mangrum, who sounds like a
cross between Alvin Lee and Bob Hite,
with a touch of Kristofferson.
Though the band is capable of per
forming both rock and soft material
they seem to shine more noticeably on
the short, confined songs rather than on
the longer, more improvised material.
Nevertheless, this LP takes its music in
so many directions that it’s got some
thing to please everyone.
•

READERS REVIEWS
The Quinaimes Band (Elektra)
There's a lol of good fool lapping
numbers. A good taste of country style
and beat in most of the songs. Contains
nice, easy moving music that doesn't
drag out much. The key note in THE
QUINAIMES BAND album is the lead
singer. Dave Palmer. Il's straight music
with emphasis on singing which is done
quite well. There are especially two
good cuts on the first side. Il's the kind
of music you'd expecl from a good
backup band.
Robert Fezin
Paul And, by Paul Stookcy (Warner
Brothers)
I've always been a fan of Peter. Paul
and Mary and 1 will continue to be even
though they're not logether anymore.
Mary's album was good and now Paul's
album is good, but il's nol as good as I
expected. The best song is “Sebastian”
which is a great sing-a-long. The “Wed
ding Song” is also a top selection. In his
album Paul is backed by a very good
group of musicians. I would buy this al
bum for “Sebastian” alone.
John Benitez
Send reviews of recent albums to:
Reviews from Our Readers
Circus Magazine
S66 United Nations Plaza
New York, N.Y. 10017
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You get it in the gut.
Mark Stein,
the ex-Vanilla Fudger,
leads this new group.
Watch out.

Records
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“Our progression was nil,
and we weren’t exactly
getting favorable reviews,
lamented Savoy Brown’s
Kim Simmonds. So he fired
his musicians and
rebuilt the band from scratch.
o you think you know everylO thing there is to know about
Savoy Brown, that smoking poker
of an authentic blues band that
came storming out of England to
blow the wind back into raw and
dirty Chicago blues? You've heard
the last word about how harmonica
John O'Leary back in 1965 was
spitting the breeze in front of the
Trends End Import Record Shop,
where London lads browse through
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the racks for wax from the black
American masters, when Kim Sim
monds. blues enthusiast and ace col
lector ambled along. And how the
two of them, seeking to escape the
rainy skies of that soggy city,
trucked home for an afternoon with
the phonograph. And how. before
you could say Lightnin" Hopkins
there were two members of Savoy
Brown, shortly to be joined by gui
tarist Martin Stone, a high and

Dave Bidwell, drums:

Savoy’s 38th change of personnel.

. .

. 1 .a.

mighty baby, who helped them light
a candle with some blues. Perhaps
j
you even think you know the last iH
word on Ray Chappell. Leo Mannings. Bryce Porteus. Bob Hall.
Kirk Duncan. Martin Stone. Chris
Youlden, and the other 36 (count
BB
'em. 36) musicians who have wal11
tzed into the hot flame of Savoy
’
Brown and waltzed out again, last
I
ing as long as a lamb chop in a
lion's den.

I

Well take note and beware, for
swapping fever has hit the band
again, and three more Savoy Brownners have been dropped into the
dust. And unless you've already
picked up on Street Corner Talking.
their latest London release, you are
probably in the dark. 'Cause the
Savoy Brown that's running through
the States this time around is mostly
folks you didn't know about.
It seems that unon returning from

their February' April '71 trip to the
Slates Simmonds. Savoy's
boss-musician, felt that the band
he'd gone away with had “all but
dried out.” He realized he would be
kidding only himself if he continued
with the same lineup. “Milking a
dry cow wasn't exactly my cup of
tea. so I decided on another switch.
I wanted to be able to grow every
time we played and instead we were
stagnating. Our progression was nil

MUSIC
and we weren't exactly getting fa
vorable reviews, especially on the
west coast. I wanted to stay as free
as possible and instead I felt hem
med in. Evidently.'' Kim continued
as he dried himself off. after a brief
Jip rn New York's Lower Midtown
spacious swimming pool, “this frus
trated me and led my guitar work
astray. I was getting carried away,
in fact we were all pretty lost for
awhile. You see there really was no

Andy Silvester, bass: "in Chicken Shack I felt I was being used.”

Paul Raymond, piano: the only old Savoyer left.
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Dave Walker, vocals: an "overly horny" voice.
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set direction and without that, well
you could just imagine. . . . you
know we desperately needed a new
direction. What is it you ask? Well
you could say with this band and
record Savoy Brown has had a rath
er large rethink and has returned to
the basics. That’s it. Savoy Brown: a
return to the basics."
Well. Simmonds’ search for a
new musical dimension was
short-lived, for a solution soon came
to his tossing brain. A change of
personnel. Merely drop Ron Berg.
Andy Pyle, and Pete Scott from the
roster and replace them with new
blood. And who. you may well ask.
can the new blood be?
First off there was Paul Raymond
shining on keyboard duties. Old
blood, actually. He was the remain
ing soul survivor from Savoy’s pre
vious contingent. Paul, who also
doubles on harmony parts, formerly
served his time with the likes of the
Plastic Penny, (a group where Nigel
Olson, current drummer for Ellon
John used to live) and Stan Webb's
Chicken Shack. A versatile yet
tasteful player who admits to liking
Mason Williams. Jim Webb. Jimmy
Smith and Rock & Roll, he has
filled out the lop and contributed
additional depth to the front of Sav
oy’s rather large, robust sound. He
has recently incorporated an electric
piano into his stage antics, and
seems to be the cool, sophisticated,
good looker of the group, with nary
a hair out of place or a crease on his
trousers. Nevertheless he’s still a
great geezer to drink with, just is
long as he doesn’t have a cold or a
headache.
Savoy Brown's unprecedented
37th and 38th personnel changes are
awarded to bass player Andy Silves
ter and drummer Dave Bidwell re
spectively. This longstanding
rhythm team also comes over to
Savoy from the world renowned
English blues group Chicken Shack,
who are noted for their top ten LP
recordings and number one hits in
Great Britain and on the continent.
Andy and Dave's exodus to Savoy
was a distinct matter of musical
taste. They- simply didn't want to
play Traditional Straight Blues any
more. and that was final. As bass
man Andy Silvester pointed out.
“we felt we were being used as a ve
hicle in The Shack. I mean. 1 didn’t
feel as if I was being allowed to contribute anything creatively grat
ifying. I was just another member
along with Dave and together we
were just a good rhythm team. With
Kim and the rest of the lads it’s a
whole different story. There’s much
mere expression over here and I can
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Says Simmonds. Savoy is "going back to the basics.”
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honestly say that out of my nine
years of playing, this is the first
group 1 have felt completely com
fortable playing with. There's no
phony images, juat lot ol music."
After several successful rehearsals
the four man conglomeration de
cided they wanted a singer. So after
audition after audition, and turning
away what seemed like a thousand
garbage singers. Stan Webb (re
member Stan, leader of Chicken
Shack?) entered the picture with his
nominee, one Mr. Dave Walker for
merly making the rounds as a vocal
ist with such groups as the British
Red Caps and a Birmingham based
crew known as Idle Race. A
nine-year pro. Walker was sent
down from Britain's second largest
city. He sat in. had a blow or two
and that was that. Savoy were loking once again. Walker, whose voice
can only be described as "overly
horny." feels quite comfortable up
front of the Savoy charge. Whether
it be a rearranged S B. version of
Albert King's “Going Down." or a
medly of Fat's Dominoe tunes sung
while goofing off on Paul Ray
mond's piano, the big. burly beard
ed minstrel has it all under control.
And what's more you can almost
see the confidence oozing out of
him. He dances, gestures and
prances with the best of them.
As soon as it was decided that Big
Dave would be a permanent fixture
at the Savoy camp. Kim and Harry
were ready for their next big move.
Remember Harry? Kim's older
brother, christened Henry by his
parents? Savoy Brown's chief musi
cal overseer, financier, production
manager, promoter, roadie, num
ber-one fan. and man behind the
scenes? Devoting their attention to
the platter factory, they reckoned
they'd scrub the album tracks that
had been laid down by the old line
up. Savoy '71 had a few more ses
sions and several more pints, and
with the help of producer Neil Sla
ven (famed for his work with Keef
Hartley. Egg. Mark-Almond etc.)
they layed down seven fresh, new
unique tracks that were packaged in
a very mind awakening sleeve jacket
which depicts an array of hookers,
the untimely hooked, and an occa
sional pig. With this all occurring on
SAVOY Avenue courtesy of Lon
don Records. Street Corner Talking
had become a reality. All this in just
three days.
Now. to educate the thieves and
jokers among you. we will back
track to some history. Back in '65.
when Savoy Brown was first stoking
the coals of melody, there emerged
from the fire a first LP. It was

called Shakedown, on Decca (and I
bet most of you thought Getting To
the Point (London) was the group's
initial effort). Shakedown turned
out to be monumental for its time,
mainly because it was the first thing
aside from the Stones records that
could properly stand up to what
Mayall had been doing. And besides
the old master even swallowed his
pride and praised the young aspi
rants. something he seldom does.
Savoy's recording adequately
showed that the blues was not a
view, but simply a feel. And besides
the cover photo caught young Kim
Simmonds decked out in a greyish,
sharkskin, continental-type suit
jacket which went incredibly well
with his semi-skinhead wig-hat. not
to mention how it described the mu
sic inside.
Now to make the inevitable musi
cal comparison. If “Shakedown"
was. as we agreed, "a quick feel."
then Savoy's seventh and latest
waxing has brought the band full
circle in that it proves to be
the "disrobing" of what is eventual
ly going to be the group's new
sound. Uncluttered and most rapid
ly fluid, enjoy-yourself Rock & Roll
is what Street Corner Talking is all
about, and since R&R is universally
what it's all about S.C.T has to be a
major milestone in the life of any
body who plans to hoot & holler, or
dance and clap in the next 10 years.

"1 want to be able to grow everytime
we play.”

MUSIC

“I just want to stay as free as possible.”

Of the seven tracks young Sim
monds is responsible for the title cut
and "Time Does Tell." Paul Ray
mond and Kim collaborated on the
mournful “All 1 Can Do." "Tell
Mama.” and the up tempo “Rock
and Roll on The Radio (Let It
Rock)." a tough little roller that has
shades of the Velvet Underground,
although Kim admitted to not being
familiar with them. Nonetheless it's
strictly Hard English Rock which
allows you to roll to your very soul.
“I Can't Get Next To You." the old
Temptations smash, is given a Sav
oy Brown Sam & Dave treatment
bv vocalist Dave Walker who utili
zes the artifice of double tracking
his voice in the most uncanny man
ner. The final track on the LP.
"Wang Dang Doodle." is an old
Willie Dixon (who Kim has had sev
eral sessions with whilst in Chicago)
number which was a million seller
for Koko Taylor in the late fifties.
So there we have it: a new record,
a tour, and three new members with
loads of credentials and years of ex
perience coupled with a lead guitar
ist of unusual talents, and a fresh
outburst of snycopated. ragtime fan
dango. A photo-finish worthy of
framing, and it's hardly even begun.
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T Te walks on stage in a
A -Lfeathered skaneskin turban and
robes, with voodoo designs and glit
ter painted on his face. His history
is bizarre—he was raised in the
black swamps of Louisiana and was
trained as an active white magician
at the Bayou Temple of the In
nocent Blood. His gravelly voice hit
the airwaves with “Dr. John. The
Night Tripper" several years ago.
then more recently came on com
plete with a chorus of little kids
singing “My country "tis of thee
. . ." in a number called “The Pa
triotic Flag Waver." But his three
LPs haven't sold much, he hasn't
appeared at the big concert spots,
and he's low enough on bread that
he can't hold on to the musicians
who back him. For nobody has tak
en him that seriously.
Nobody, that is. but Mick Jagger.
Eric Clapton. Doris Troy (George
Harrison's protege), and the Mem
phis Horns (who played with Harri
son at the Bengla Desh Concert).
They all took lime out to help
record Dr. John's latest album. The
Sun. Moon and Herbs (Atlantic).
“Yeah well 1 was over there in
England and I had my drummer and
my background singers with me."
said Dr. John, talking on the phone
from an office in L.A.. “and I de
cided to cut some songs. I called
them (Mick and Eric) one day and
said I needed some people to help
me out. I didn't know anyone over
there at all so between them and
Ray Draper (who used to play with
Miles Davis) they helped me get a
bunch of fine people together. We
went into the studio and cut the
whole thing in three days. We had a
really great time. They were so good
to work with."
“What was it like to work with
Jagger?"
“Cool, you know. He's nice
people, a very helpful cat."
“Did you learn anything from
each other?"
"Well anytime you work with dif
ferent people from different back
grounds you pick up something."
“Who else did you eel to help
out?"
"Well. I wanted a big sort of
sound for the material that I had
written, so they helped me put to
gether a pretty large band. Let's see.
there was Eric on slide guitar. Tom
my Feronne on the other guitar.
Victor Brox on pocket trumpet and
organ. Ray Draper on tuba and per
cussion, Fred Staehle on trap
drums, and a vocal section with
Mick, Tammi Lynn (who's had her
own top ten singles in England). P.
P. Arnold (who used to be with Ike
and Tina Turner), and Joni Jones.
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Jagger:
says Dr. John,
"he’s a very
helpful cat.”

Dr. John:
"it’s the real
New Orleans stuff
that I’m
interested in.’’
"They make that
long session bread,! f
and they
\
t ain’t got no more \|
\ time for me.”

“That was the basic band we used
on most of the tracks. For some of
the songs we wanted more sound.
On a thing called ‘Black John The
Conquerer' we added Kenneth Terroade on flute. Chris Mercer on te
nor. Graham Bond (the jazz can
nonball who's playing with Ginger
Baker these days) on alto. Walter
Davis on piano. Bobby Whitlock
(who's backed Derek and the Do
minoes and Delaney and Bonnie)
and Doris Troy in the vocal section.
“After we were through, we dub
bed in some horn work that I wrote
for a bunch of guys called the Mem
phis Horns (who've backed, among
others. Otis Redding and Stephen
Stills). Maybe you heard of them.
They been doing a lot of people's al
bums lately. The next song we
added Bobby Keyes (who now plays
with Mick Jagger and Keith Rich
ards). Jim Gordon (who's played
with Leon Russell), and Carl Radle.
It’s called “Where Ya At. Mule?"
“Then the last song on the first
side called “Craney Crow." there
was Jesse Boyce on bass. Freeman

Brown percussion, and a little girl
named Amy Lee Steiner doing
some improvisational background
singing. The second side on the al
bum. I did this thing with a song
called “One Familiar Reality." I
had a recording of it done'with my
regular band back in L.A. That's
John Boudreaux on drums. Ron
Johnson on bass, and Ronnie Bar
ron on organ with my own horn sec
tion. Ed Hoerne on trumpet and
Jerry Jumonville on sax. 1 used it to
open up the side, and the last cut on
the side is the same song done with
the English musicians. I figured the
different way they sounded would
give a strange perspective of the
same song. It practically doesn't
sound like one another at all cause
of the different understanding of
music everyone has over there.
“Then on a thing called ‘Pots On
Fiyo File. Gumbo Who I Got To
Fall On If The Pol Gets Heavy.' I
had Steve York play bass. We has a
different bass player on each of the
cuts and added Fuzzy Samuels (who
sometimes backs Steve Stills) on the
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With
Jagger And
Clapton
Behind Him
Dr. John
The Night Tripper,
the voodoo
musician from
New Orleans,
tells about the album
Mick and Eric
helped him make.
congas. On 'Zu Zu Mamoo' Carl
Radio played Fender bass. On most
of the cuts the Memphis Horns were
dubbed in afterwards.

Who is this voodoo cat. Dr. John.
The Night Tripper that the English
superstars and a horde of important
back-up men were gleefully record
ing with while us Americans ignored
him? He was born and educated in
New Orleans. Louisiana, and start
ed playing guitar and piano at an
early age for Ace Records. A studio
musician in his teens, people like
Huey Smith and the Clowns. Frank
ie Floyd and Jimmy Clint had him
on their records. They were the pop
stars when he was a kid coming up
in the music business.
Ten years ago someone dragged
him. I mean really dragged him. to
a voodoo meetin'. He was scared.
But he saw “dese people groovin'
aroun' happy." and he said, "dis is
fo' me." Till then he had been Mac
Rebennac. cajun. But after that he
became Dr. John, the gris-gris man.

maker of spells and magic.
Like B.B. King and Howlin'
Wolf, who've also pulled down help
from the British heavies. Dr. John is
into the music back where it started,
in the skinny alleys, back street
bars, whorehouses and Mardi Gras
of New Orleans. “I want to get back
to the original stuff from where all
of this modern day music evolves."
he said on the phone. “Kids cornin'
up are playin' Sly And The Family
Stone and all that other stuff they is
hearin on the radio rather than their
own music. Television and radio
spreading that nickel dime jukebox
crap, fillin' the kids' heads up with
all kinds of manufactured sounds.
But it's the real New Orleans stuff
that I'm interested in playing for the
public. The stuff from all the sec
ond-line groups and the Mardi Gras
music and the Afro-Cuban stuff that
found its way there. It's part of that
scene, and the kids are unaware of it
even though it’s their own heritage,
their own culture.
“You see. rock and roll is a com
bination of dixieland and country
western and church music. It took
the back beat kind of style used in
strip joints and the free improvisa
tional stuff from the dixieland and
the feeling of church music--you
know, gospel.
"But Dixieland music and New
Orleans music is pretty much dead.
You know, when Louis (Armstrong)
died and all of these peoples that is
the blues giants are gone, there ain't
going to be anyone playin that stuff
no more. That place has been the
home of the blues for a long time.
Everyone talks about the Motown
sound and all of these sounds, but
before they ever had that, there was
New* Orleans. Cause of the politics
and what have you. musicians from
down there had to get away to ever
do anything. It’s like if you go
somewhere and make it real big.
you can come back and be accepted
to a point. But the fact is that you
got to get out of there. It's a funny
situation, but the thing is that it's
harder and harder to find cals that's
keepin' the culture alive."
Dr. John's feeling for the street
people probably helped pul him on
the right side of the author of
“Street Fighting Man." “I'll tell
you. the last time I was in NewYork. we tried to have this free
thing up on 135th Street in Harlem
for the kids. Free, you know. No
tickets, no nothin'. Just some free
music for the street kids. All of the
people from the block committees
and everybody was ready to go
ahead, but I couldn't get no cooper
ation from anybody. All 1 wanted to
do was to play for free, and it was

like me and certain neighborhood
people that was interested in the
idea. All the rest of them were just
interested in making a fast buck.
“You know what 1 mean. The
good old American way. Everyone
was tryin' to move in and hustle
their thing off of what we was tryin'
to do for free."
Up 'till now. Dr. John's been hav
ing a hard time keeping things to
gether. "Well, you know. I've
worked a lot of places around the
country, but right now I don't even
have a group of my own. Like my
regular group ... I got two regular
groups that I work with. My regular
cats and the guys that I use when I
can't find them anywhere. Most of
the guys that I bring from New Or
leans to L A. start working in the
studios. Then I can't afford to have
them play with my group anymore.
They make that long session bread,
and they got no more lime for me."
But the man has hope. He's put
ting together a new group to do "a
kind of experimental sound: part
avant-garde, part rock, part jazz.
But it's basically-some stuff that I
haven't been able to find a bass
player for."
And there's hope for the rest of
the world loo. "I predict that it's go
ing to get better. Things is going to
get better. You know that the politi
cians stand out there on their street
corner soapboxes and say to the
people. "I predict I'll give you ladies
silk and babies milk." and all of
that shit. It is going to get better,
and I can see it cornin', man. Things
have to go through some bad
changes to ever get to a good point.
We goin' through them bad changes
right now. I tell you 1 can see the
good cornin' out of all this.
“You figure, man. a lol of people
gave up their lives. You figure all
them cats from Malcolm X to Mar
tin Luther King, they all been like
martyrs. Just like what's happenin'
with Angela Davis and a lol of
people for the black cause. And it
should make people more aware of
the rankness and the separation that
the people is using to keep the ma
jority divided. To keep us messed up
in our heads, to keep us this way.
But this is coming to an end. It's
getting better, man. cause the
people is becoming more and more
unified each day from no matter
how much lies and stuff that's
thrown out there to keep us divided.
It's only to make us stronger when
we become united."
But whether the world pulls
through or not. one thing's for sure.
With the cast he's got on his new al
bum. things are definitely going to
get better for Dr. John.
•
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T t was the night they preI sent the prizes for the best
country tunes of the year, and the
whole country music establishment
was sitting there in Nashville’s
Grand Ole Opry with their suits and
ties and tuxedoes on. Old Tennessee
Ernie Ford was up on stage as
M.C.. and the Kraft Foods people
were beaming the show via tele
vision to the homes of respectable
housewives all over America. Every
body was waiting to see what sort of
a decent. God-fearing, beer-swilling
American had won the prize for best
song of the year, when an unfamiliar
name was announced and this
long-haired, bell-bottomed, hip
py-type stood up. He was the kind
of freak that any self-respecting
Okie from Muskogee would have
liked to belt in the face. And the
way he staggered onto the stage,
turned his back to the audience, and
incoherently mumbled his accept
ance of the prize, you could be sure

his veins were filled wilh some
mind-rotting killer drug (though it
was actually only two cans of beer).
“Couldn’t he at least have worn a
tux?” someone said in disgust.
That’s pretty much the story of
Kris Kristofferson’s life: to be suc
cessful. yet out of place and alone.
When he wrote his first hit. “The
Viet Nam Blues," the kids with long
hair were turned off because they
thought he was a right-winger.
When he wrote “Blame It On The
Stones" to protest Jagger’s arrest
for having a few pills and a joint in
his pocket, he turned off all the
Merle Haggard fans. His back
ground as a Rhodes scholar and Ox
ford student would probably alien
ate the Western music listeners who
loved his “Sunday Morning Coming
Down." But his fellow students at
Oxford looked down on him for his
“barbarous” Western accent and his
dickerings with the pop music scene.

Kristofferson has gone in a couple
of years from earning S68.00 a week
emptying ashtrays at a recording
studio to pulling an expected income
of S200.000.00 a year, having one
song (“Me and Bobby McGee")
that’s been recorded in over 50 dif
ferent versions, having over 130
more in print, having his material
sung by Johnny Cash. Janis Joplin.
Gordon Lightfoot, and Roger Mill
er. working on two films and star
ring in one of them, being featured
on the cover of “Look" magazine,
and cutting a best-selling LP (The
Silver Tongued Devil and I. on Co
lumbia).
The outcast status started back in
the early forties when Kris Kristof
ferson was a little kid. In most
ways, he seemed normal enough. He
even stopped taking guitar lessons
so that he could play enough foot
ball. But he was getting into music
And writing. Hank Williams was his
hero when he was eight years old.

Oxford,
Ashtrays,
and
"Bobby
McGee"

I

How ex-Rhodes
Scholar
Kris Kristofferson
became a rubbish
remover, lost
his wife, disgusted
his parents, hit
the grubby bottom,
and came out as
a $200,000.00-a-year
star.
by Howard Bloom
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The border Mexican music, with its
simple two part harmonies and its
up-front emotions was seeping into
his system. And by the time he was
eleven, he had written his first song,
which he shrugs off now as "nothin’
but a copy of Hank Williams."
Then his family moved from
Brownsville. Texas, to California.
Suddenly his love for country mu
sic made a square of him. “I had to
roll up the windows of my car to lis
ten to it." he said But he kept on
buying Hank Williams records des
pite the looks it got him from the
other kids.
Then came the success that was to
w-eigh him down like a lead chain
for the next ten years. He entered a
bunch of short stories in a national
creative writing contest. There were
twenty prizes, intended to go to stu
dents all over the country. Four of
them ended up with Kris. “Every
body started treating me like I was
the new Hemingway." said Kris,
“and I believed them. Christ, it
ruined me."
Hot on the heels of the writing
prizes came a Rhodes Scholarship,
one of the hardest to get honors a
student can land. Kris had won the
chance to go to England's Oxford
University.
It may have seemed like a
triumph at the time, but it was ac
tually the beginning of a kind of
death. A death Kris didn’t wake up
from until he got to Nashville years
later. Though it pleased his parents
to have him going to school in Eng
land. Kris couldn't really figure out
what he was doing there. The place
was designed to turn out school
teachers, and being a school teacher
was the last thing Kris wanted to do.
Somehow Kris got involved in the
English pop music scene and began
to lead a double life—student by
day and singer by night. Tommy
Steele’s promoter turned him into
Kris Carson, singing sensation.
Now his British acquaintances had
two reasons to spurn him: they
could look down on his strange ac
cent. and they could make fun of
him as “the Golden-Throated
Thrush."
Even "Time" magazine got its
licks in. branding him "a teen-agers'
guitar-thwonking singing idol." But
the harsh publicity had some good
effects. “Time" mentioned that Kris
had two unfinished novels in the
works, and several publishers asked
to see them. Kris was elated. "I
thought. ‘This is it. I'm going to be
a published novelist.' "
But the manuscripts were re
jected. and Kristofferson went into a
funk. His scholarship was extended
for another year so he could finish

w

Kristofferson found himself flying first class
to California with four cents in his pocket.

|one of the novels, but “I got to feel
ing guilty about taking their mon
ey." explains Kris. So when he went
back to the U.S. for Christmas va
cation. he split.
His father had been a military
man. and the family had always ex
pected him to become a success in
the service. So he offered himself as
a sacrifice to the family’s values and
joined the Army. And he offered
himself as a sacrifice to con
ventionality by marrying his child
hood sweetheart. To make matters
worse, when his period of service
was over, he enlisted for an extra
three years so the Army would pay
to have his wife sent to his base in
Germany. But the monotony of mil
itary life eventually began to drive
Kris bananas.
He started playing self-de
structive games with death, crack
ing up two automobiles and four
motorcycles in the process. “I was
really goin' down the tube, flyin'
like a maniac and volunteerin- for
Viet Nam." he says disgustedly. "I
was the only guy in the unit to
stand up when they asked for volun
teers to go to Viet Nam. You know,
it was the old death wish. But I
wanted to do something that had to
do with reality, something with the
possibility of some meaning in it."
Song writing was the shovel Kris
used to dig his way out of his spiri
tual grave, though his family got the
impression he was using it to dig his
way down to hell. It gave him his
first contact in a long time with
people outside the military world.
People who seemed to be doing
things that had the excitement of
cracking up a cycle without the
self-disgust.
A helicopter pilot friend had a
relative in Nashville. Marijon Wil
kin. author of “P.T. 109." Marijon
asked to hear some of Kris’s songs.
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I so Kris sent her a batch of tapes.
I Then the Army turned down his
I request to go to Viet Nam. and de
cided to sink him into the job he had
always dreaded most—teaching
school.
The assignment was to return to
America and teach English liter
ature at West Point. Much as it
smacked of the dungeon, it had one
redeeming effect: Marijon invited
Kris to come down to Nashville
when he reached the States.
At the Point. Kristofferson tried
to convince himself that he was go
ing to enjoy teaching. But as his new
superiors talked about preparing
lesson plans and going over text
books “this vague feelin' of despair
began creepin’ over my body." It
was the old grave of doing what
you’re told to. but this time it look
ed deeper than ever.
Then came the trip that blew the
coffin's lid off. Kris took a bus
down to Nashville to visit Marijon
Wilkin, and when he got there, "all
of a sudden I saw people, and man
they were crazy. They were creatin’
things and writin’ songs, and they
were all up there where I hadn't
been for yeard. 'cause 1 mean you're
really dead in the army.”
That was it. Kris figured. That
was where he had to be If he
couldn't write songs, he’d write sto
ries. “because 1 could see stories all
over the place. I mean all the people
I met were like stories walkin' down
the street. Johnny Cash and Buffy
Sainte-Marie and Joni Mitchell and
Mel Tillis and Faron Young. I
wrote ten songs in a week." The
meaning that Kris had hoped to find
among the bullets of Viet Nam was
exploding at him from every Nash
ville laugh and handshake. But how
could he get at it from a classroom
at West Point?
Kris called Marijon late one night
to announce that he was planning to
bust out of the army and make
Nashville his home. But Marijon
was less than enthusiastic. For every
one person in the music world who
manages to get somewhere, there
are a hundred on their way to no
where. and Marijon knew it.
“Don’t do it. man." she said. But
Kristofferson had had his first fe
vered glimpse, of life in years, and
was determined not to lose it. He
headed for the Pentagon, pleaded
with the brass, and succeeded at
springing himself from the service.
On the way through Washington.
Kristofferson passed a bunch of
peace marchers flying the Viet Cong
flag. He was still in uniform, the sol
diers fighting against that flag were
still his service buddies, and the
whole sight made him mad. When
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he got back to Nashville, he already
had his first song in his hand. “The
Viet Nam Blues. ”
Fate took that song and used it to
keep Kristoffcrson's illusion of
Nashville as a Paradise alive. For
“The Viet Nam Blues" was snapped
up the same week it was written. It
was recorded and it became a hit.
“There's nothin' to this business."
Kristofferson said to himself, con
vinced that his new home was the
land of plenty. But two years with
out another recorded song slowly
showed him the truth: to the average
music hustler Nashville was a
desert. As Kristofferson got more
and more involved with the song
writing routine, his life got grubbier,
harder, and harsher than it had ever
been before.
His family was disgusted with
him. and let him know it. They
called him the biggest disap
pointment of their lives. “They
couldn’t tell their friends at the
bridge club that their Rhodes Schol
ar son was digging ditches in Hick
town. U.S.A., which is what they
considered Nashville." And they or
dered him coldly not to visit any of
their relatives. He was. they said, an
embarrassment to them.
His wife “allowed she wasn’t go
ing to starve in Nashville, married
to some hillbilly singer." so she took
their two kids and left for Califor
nia.
No one was buying his songs, and
the whole idea of making money off
writing was turning to a bad joke.
But the need for bread was slashing
at him with unceasing brutality. He
had to pay his wife $500.00 a month
for support, and he owed a hospital
the last installments on a $10,000.00
operation his son had been through.
So he settled in al a $25.00 a
week boarding house on Music Row
and got himself a job in a Nashville
bar where he could still hang in with
the music scene. Then, to pull down
the bread he needed to pay his
debts, he got a part-time job flying
helicopters with men and materials
to oil rigs seventy miles out in the
Gulf of Mexico. Kristofferson com
pares that period in his life to the
early part of a bullfight, where
horsemen thrust their spears into
the bull’s neck and leave them hang
ing there, slowly dragging the bull’s
strength out of him.
All that jabbing and bleeding may
be ugly, Kris says, but it’s part of
the ritual that made him a writer.
And from it he drew some of his
best songs. “Jody and The Kid." the
first tune he wrote that he says “hit
people hard." came out of the split
with his old lady.
He walked into a bar with his
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little girl and one of the customers
who knew him called out. “there
comes critter and the kid." Kris
haled losing his children, especially
that one. So the words stuck with
him. And while he flew his copier
out over the Gulf, they gathered a
song around themselves.
When his wife had packed and
gone for good, the sadness squeezed
itself out in another song. Kris
turned out “For The Good Times."
about a relationship that’s on its
way to destruction.
It makes sense that the sad times
were the good times for Kristoffcrson's music. Emotion to him was
what country music was all about.
Making someone laugh or cry. but
mostly cry. That’s what held him to
Hank Williams' music from the
time he was eight. The quality he
says that no one could imitate but
Ray Charles. “ ’cause he’s so sad
and they’re so soul."
As he drove down to Morgan
City one night to get his copter and
head for the Gulf, his truck blew
three tires. It was three A.M.. the
rain was coming down hard and
heavy, and the pressure of working
two jobs had exhausted him. but an
old line he'd written about the Lon
don subways started going through
his head. “A whole damned song
came to me." he says, “all of it." It
was “Casey's Last Ride.”
On another rainy night riding
down to the Gulf a song came to
him about the secretary of a friend.
“Her name was Bobby McKee.” he
recalls, “but I was drunk when I
heard about her. so I was lucky I
came close with McGee."
“Breakdown (A Long Way From
Home)" came after everyone had
left him and his “brilliant future"
seemed swallowed up forever by the
past:
Lord, would you look at you now
that you're here
A in't you proud of your peers and
the long way you’ve come
AH alone all the way on your
own—who's to say
That you've thrown it away for a
song
Boy. you’ve sure come a long way
from home
So it's so long to so many, so Jar
behind you
Fair- weather friends that you no
longer know
You’ve still got the same lonely
songs to remind you
Of someone you seemed to be so
long ago
With his wife, his family, and his
Oxford scholarship behind him. and

only the grubby emptiness of Nash
ville to show for it. he must have
wondered nearly every waking min
ute if he'd been a lunatic to throw it
away for his songs. But at least, he
says, “the writing made me feel
alive again.”
Then Kristofferson quit the heli
copter job and really went down to
the bottom. He took a $58.00 a
week job emptying ash-trays and
moving things around al Columbia
Records’ studio. “1 was afraid my
wife was going to have me thrown in
jail." he recalls. After all. you can’t
pay $500 a month support when
you’re making less than $300.
Peddling songs when you’re sup
posed to be emptying trash can be a

.<

When he was living at Janis Joplin's, she
.
used to sing "Bobby McGee” around the
F
house, but however thought she'd record it;
.

tricky business. Once Kristofferson
nearly lost the job because his
friends tried to sell his music to
Johnny Cash while Cash was in a
recording session.
Cash showed up the next night in
the basement where Kris was work
ing and bummed a cigarette. “Un
derstand you got into some trouble,
man." Cash said, and Kristofferson.
shaking like a leaf, began to spew
out apologies. But Johnny cut him
short and asked him to come up to
the recording session. When Kris
said he'd been told he couldn’t.
Cash swore that “I ain’t gonna cut
the session without you." The ges
ture was only intended to show that
Cash wasn't angry at Kris and his
friends for being aggressive. It
didn’t mean Cash was going to buy
any songs. But it showed you could
at least make a dent by being a
lacky in the right place.
About that time, the breaks be
gan to come: slowly at first, then
fast and furious. Johnny Cash's TV
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show came to town, and there were
more country stars coming in than
you could shake a stick at. One of
Kris's friends had a room in the ho
tel where the show was being run.
and it gave the two of them a chance
to meet and pitch songs to people
they'd never been able to get at be
fore. When a publisher noticed how
many important singers they were
reaching he laid the bread on Kris to
sell songs full-time. But the job was
only supposed to last as long as the
Cash show stayed in town.
When the show was drawing to a
close, things began to look pre
carious. Kris had clipped some ads
for construction jobs- they'd gone
up from paying a dollar and a quar-

ter to two dollars an hour, he ex
plains—and was ready to return to
manual labor, when a phone call let
him know he was on his way to the
big time. “I woke up in a motel with
some chick I can't remember and
didn't know where I was or any
thing." he recalls. He didn't have a
penny in his pocket, and he needed a
ride back into town. So he called his
friend Mickey Newbury for a lift.
‘‘Where are you." Newbury an
swered. barely able to hold onto
himself. “I've been looking every
place for you. Roger Miller wants to
fly us out to his house in Califor
nia." A few hours later Kris was fly
ing first class to the Coast with
holes in his desert boots, four cents
in his pocket, and Roger Miller in
the next seat.
The Roger Miller bit finally got
Kris out of his financial hole. Miller
cut “Bobby McGee." and was
working on two other Kristofferson
songs, so the head of Monument
Records loaned Kris enough bread

-

to pay off his debts. Then Kris got a
job working on a TV special in Cali
fornia.
Johnny Cash, picked up on Kris
tofferson next and hitched Kris's ris
ing career a few notches higher. He
recorded some Kristofferson songs,
then made the move that was to turn
the suddenly solvent song writer into
a stage personality as well. For God
knows what reason. Cash decided to
take Kristofferson with him to ap
pear at the Newport Folk Festival.
“I was scared to death." Kristof
ferson recalls. The only time he'd
tried performing for bread since the
old days in England was at a steak
house in Nashville, and all he could
think of was how he was going to
spoil everyone's meal. “I’ve got a
voice like a frog." he says, looking
puzzled that anyone could want to
listen to it. "and I don't exactly look
like Elvis."
But a chick gave him a bottle of
vodka, which he chugalugged on
Cash's orders, and he went out on
the Newport stage to work the
crowd into a mellow lather.
“Beautiful, beautiful." said the
reviews. “You're good enough for
me." said the $13,000.00 check that
waited for Kristofferson when he
got back to Nashville: payment for
the songs Cash had recorded. “The
best song writer in America." said
Johnny Cash a few night later when
he introduced Kris on his TV show.
Then the successes started coming
faster than you could count them.
"Me and Bobby McGee” was
recorded by over fifty different
people. An appearance at the
Troubador in L.A. got ordinarily
sour critics to trot out their sweetest
adjectives. Dennis Hopper flew
Kristofferson to Peru to do a film.
Someone else put him in the star
ring role of a film called The Dealer.
Columbia released his second al
bum. The Silver Tongued Devil And
1 (the first album had been such a
bomb that no one even heard about
it. but it's going to be released
again). The record sold so well that
the film The Dealer was renamed
after it. “Look" magazine put Kris
tofferson on the cover. “Seventeen"
ran a major spread about him.
Somewhere along the line. Kris
tofferson got very popular with the
women. Barbra Streisand. Michelle
Phillips, and Samantha Egger were
all rumored to have shared their
beds with him. “I'm just a lucky guy
with chicks." says Kris.
Janis Joplin was a lady he got
closer to than most, maybe because
they shared a kind of never-ending
loneliness. He spent a month al her
house in Larkspur, and used to hear
her singing Bobby McGee around

the house, but he never suspected
she'd make a record of it. When he
finally listened to it. he says he
could hear her laughing to herself.
"Wait till that bastard Kris hears
this!" But it was too late for sur
prises.
The last lime he saw her. he
walked her back from a bar to the
crumby motel where she and a lot of
other rock stars used to stay. “I'm
writin' a tune." she said. "It's called
•Just Made Love To 25.000 People
and I'm Goin' Home Alone." “She
was miserable that night." Kris
mumbled. "I tried to cheer her up.
but it wasn't much use. Janis was
sort of meant for the blues."
When she died, he flew to L.A.
Not to attend the funeral, but to see
if anyone knew what had happened.
Then he wrote a song that accused
her friends of neglecting her when
she was alive, but ended admitting
that there was nothing anyone could
do:

When she was dyin'
Lord, we let her down
There's no use cryin'
It can't help her now.

The party's all over
Drink up and go home
It’s too late to love her
And leave her alone

Just say she was someone
So far front home
Whose life was so lonesome
She dieci all alone
(•‘Epitaph")

Despite all his successes, it looks
like that song could someday apply
to Kristofferson as well. Maybe it's
just that money and fame haven't
had a chance to change him from
the lonely, wandering outcast he
used to be. Maybe in time he'll buy
more clothes than the two cowboy
suits he travels with. Maybe he'll
start taking time out to unpack.
Maybe he'll stop lounging around
among the empty bottles and over
filled ash trays that litter the pads of
his poorer friends. Maybe the line in
“When I Loved Her" that said. “I
guess I'm bound to travel down a
road that never ends" will become
obsolete. Maybe his prediction that
“the women I know today won't be
the ones I'll know tomorrow" will
cease to be true.
But maybe this restless loneliness
is the only way he can keep up the
flow of melancholy songs that's got
ten him to the top. “I got to keep on
moving and living if I'm going to
keep on writing." he says. "I'm a
scared writer. I never know if I'm
gonna write another song."
•
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Jack Casady:
dripping solder on leaky pipes.
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Airplane
Without

Marty Balin
I

The Airplane is
alive and cooking,
with its own
record company, and
a new long player.
But behind
the scenes, Grace is
craving pastry, Paul
Kantner is hooked
on outer space,
Jack Casady is
fixing sinks, and the
threat of thievery
haunts the
Airplane’s house.
by R. Meltzer

Tust imagine some carrot ends
on the window sill.” says the
Jefferson Airplane’s Paul Kantner.
flashing a demoniac grin. “They’re
the ends with the green things com
ing out of them and they’re in little
waler things with toothpicks stick
ing out of them to hold them up so
they don’t fall in completely.
They’re on the window sill so they
can get some sunlight but that’s not

ly/1"

Grace Slick: the
doctors thought her brain was wrecked.

all they get. It happens to be the city
so they get covered with dust and
crud and the sun dries them out and
evaporates the water. In a couple of
days they're deader than the dust all
around them. But here's the catch.
Nobody really knows that much yet
about the effect of urban pollutants
upon plant organisms and so some
how they get left there on the shelf
for months and months and finally
the pollution has a strange effect on
them. They come back to life and
they crawl into the bedroom and
take over the life essence of the per
son who started the whole thing by
putting them in the water, sort of
like nature's revenge and it's against
the wrong party but that’s always
the case anyway."
Paul is describing the concept be
hind his latest science-fiction album
as yet untitled. His last was that one
called Blows against the Empire.
you know which one I mean. The
one that got nominated for the
Hugo. Hugo as in Hugo Gernsbach.
Who used to write science-fiction
like it was Bonomon's Turkish Taf
fy dripping off his hands. He was a
starstruck innovator, and his name
got stuck to the prize that gets pin
ned on the best piece of science fic
tion each year. But it’s not just Paul
who’s up for the award, it's the Jef
ferson Starship. Anyway, the ballots
aren’t all in yet so if you're voting
this year be sure to vote for the
Starship. Ads have already been
taken out in the prestigious fanzine
known as Raps and it looks good so
far.
What’s he gonna do with it if he

wins? He’s gonna buy a big cake
custom-made shaped like the planet
Uranus. It will be spherical and
powerful magnets inside will keep it
up in the air for the duration until
it's eaten up. Grace will get the first
piece and she’ll be mighty pleased
since her doctor hasn’t let her eat
any sweets at all since her big
crack-up. That’s the one where she
was driving along down Moonlight
Bay on the way to the Golden Gate
Bridge so she could gel to the other
side. But she never got there. Well
she did eventually, but not until they
picked up the pieces. She was ac
tually all in one piece except for as
sorted small chunks here and there
but her brain was all wrecked. It
was in real bad shape and the M Ds
thought she’d never be able to think
again. This is after she had her kid
and as a mother it was crucial that
she have all her faculties lest nursing
be extremely difficult. But here she
is. she fooled the sawboneses and
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Jorma Ludwik Kaukonen:
brought down by a Maseratti.

Paul Kantner:
throwing his voice into the
vocal hole where Balin’s used to be.

she's hoping for some pastry in the
near future.
And she really deserves some
since she's gonna be carrying a
heavier part of the load than ever
since Marty up and split the group
some time back. That's right:
MARTY BALIN IS NO LONG
ER IN THE AIRPLANE! Mark
ing the first time since 196? that he
hasn't. But you know where he al
most ended up? The Flock! Right,
that band from Chicago with all the
horns and they were gonna back
him up in a soul act and they were
gonna do some songs by Buster
Brown but it never happened but at
least he's producing Grootna (that's
the band with the skinny broad
whose pants Marty has already got
ten into a number of times). So
Grace and Paul are gonna be doing
most of the singing from here on in
and did you know that Paul himself
once suffered the torture and out
rage of a vehicular accident? Yes
and it was on a motorcycle and he's
got a plate in his head to prove it.
Il's sure a good thing they're Air
plane people instead of Hotrod
people or they'd be vegetables by
now. don't forget what happened to
Jan of Jan & Dean.
And it so happens Jorma happens
to be a real humdinger of a car fan
cier. One lime the band was playing
in Miami for some reason or other
and he had it all set up with the local
car rental folks to have a Lotus sit
ting there wailing for him to turn
the key and zip away real quick into
the mountains of Fla. But lo and be-

Papa JohnCreach:
not enough Old Forrester.

hold they didn't have his lousy
Lotus waiting for him so he had to
settle for a Maseratti. What a bring
down!
Jack, on the other hand, doesn't
give a hoot about automotive ma
chinery these days. Give him a pipe
and a wrench any time. He has this
brand new plumbing hobby and he
can be found tinkering with washers
and bent soldering gear whenever
Hot Tuna's got a few days of leisure
to kill. It's an inexpensive hobby
and it's always fun to help fix
people's leaks and bathrooms.
Speaking of bathrooms. Joey was
sitting on the seat the other day. the
one in the bathroom in the Air
plane's mansion on Fulton Street in
San Francisco right across from the
park. He was sitting there dropping
his load when two arms reached in
behind him and he noticed they we-

ren'l his. Nor did they belong to
anybody he knew and he's got a pis
tol-sure memory for arms. So he sez
to the guy whose arms they were.
“I'm gonna give you ten good sec
onds to get the #S %-e- out of here or
I may lose my temper" and the guy
left. But it's a real hard job to have
to get it up to say things of that na
ture every time somebody tries to
break and enter and so consequently
not too many Airplane people still
live there.
Papa John's there sometimes,
though. But not all the time. If he
were he wouldn't be able to keep up
with his demand for Old Forrester
every day. Well actually he could
have it sent up but that isn't as easy
as it sounds. In order to enter the
Airplane house legally you have to
call up first to let them know you're
coming. That way if you called the
liquor store they'd have to call you
back first and not every liquor store
can afford the phone calls all the
time. Second, even when they're on
their way and you know it you still
don't know it's them when they ring
the bell. Like it could be a rapist or
a murderer or a thief. Or it could
even be a gentleman or a lady. So
they have to step back after they
ring the bell so you can see if it's
them from the second-story window.
Needless lo say it ain't worth all the
bother so Papa John does his booze
shoppine by himself.
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Bui there's somebody who's usu
ally almost always at the house dur
ing business hour's and that some
body is Diane Gardiner. She's their
publicist and that's not all. She also
owns 3% of Grunt Records. Oh. I
didn't tell you about Grunt Records
yet. Jesus how could I forget! Well
anyway that’s their company, the
Airplane's brand new recording
company and they all have a piece
of it and the Radio Corporation of
America distributes it. And to go
along with the Grunt they also have
a Bark. Bark is their latest long
player. When nobody had heard it
yet except for Diane, here's what
she had to say: "Bark knocked me
out. 1 had been in the studio a few
times while they were recording it.
but I was always too drunk to make
out what was happening. It's the
best Airplane album I ever heard
and it's a good thing loo. because
the day I'm on the outs for in
spiration is the day that I retire and
become a kept woman!" Well if I
hadn't heard the album myself yet
I'd be more than willing to take
Diane's word for it and you should
too. Her list of credentials is long
and it includes her friendship with
Pamela Morrison and you know
who she is. So if you don't have it in
your soul to believe what she says,
then you deserve to be lying face
down over an open sewer and have a
piano drop on your head while
you're not looking.
Now that you know where Diane
stands, we have a few more sober
words from another of the Air
plane's chief propeller polishers.
Mr. Augie Bloom, who never touch
es the bottle during business hours
and who says that Bark, with
its mixture of acoustic sound. Jeffersonized folk feelings,
fourth-dimensional Kanlner fan
tasies. etc., is “the most diversified
and personal piece of music” the
Airplane has stamped on vinyl to
date. Of course Augie is forced to
say that kind of thing: if the Air
plane crashes, he's out a job. But he
could be right.
For you may recall that in the old
days Marty Balin had his hand as
well as his larynx in almost every
song. Il was the hand that rocked
the cradle of melody, so to speak,
and when it walked away,
obediently following Balin's wrist
and arm. the cradle slopped rock
ing. It was a sink or swim situation,
says Augie. No cradle, no rock, no
songs, no Airplane. Now Gracie
Slick had too much money to gel on
welfare, and didn't dig becoming a
bologna slicer in a local deli. So she
got down to it and revived an old
habit and wrote three of her own
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songs, getting revenge on the vari
ous oppressors of her species while
she was al it. Like at Paul Kanlner.
that German itinerant musician who
occasionally shares her bathroom,
bed and board. “Never Argue With
A German When You're Tired.”
she wrote, and backed the warning
with a forbidding piece of skin
ny-legged. high-heeled, lip-slicked
type singing, a bunch of foreign
words and a couple of hundred can
ned voices yodelling like operatic
dwarves from an electronic organ
that specializes in delivering mag
netically-recorded pieces of the hu
man throat. Then she cut into some
poor sex-starved chick named “Cra
zy Miranda" for looking at the cov
er of Time magazine when she
should be warming her body with a
boy. Or is she cutting into the edi
tors of Time for beating Miranda
with a flock of eight letter words
when they should be turning her on
to the phone numbers of available
bachelors? At any rate, just so the
editors of Time don't get swelled
heads thinking they're the only ones
good enough to get sung about on
the radio, she lets the Bible have it
too. Then she lays into this “Law
Man.” and tells an officer of justice
how we're all gonna end up crushed
by a giant clock if the fuzz can't get
its brain elevated. So you can see
that when the chips are down Gracie
can pull her share of the load. Then
there’s Jorma. He writes this song
called “I'm Feeling Good” and
throws in al least three ecstatic
gasps to let you know it's for real.
Even Joey Covington gets his pen
down on a piece of music paper in
this one. So everybody's writing and
singing, and the Airplane's not sink
ing and the cradle's still rocking,
and the boat is afloat in the moat
and the whole thing is well worth a
listen It may even be addicting.
Well, anyway, back to miss Gar
diner. who did not accompany the
Airplane on their sweep eastward
recently but Bill Thompson did.
He’s their manager, if you can call
him that, and he had to give up a
ringside seat at the Midget
Smith-Panama Al Brown ban
tamweight title fight at the Cow
Palace in order to lend his hand to
their effort. But he did bring his po
ker chips along and his watchful
eye. He had to do a lot of watching
when the Airplane played at Gaelic
Park in the Bronx. What's Gaelic
about the park is that it's generally
used as an Irish Hurling stadium. If
you've ever seen Irish Hurling you
know that it's a mean and vicious
game and its partisans will play it
all the livelong day. Some will even
crash a concert in order to get some

extra practice in. Nobody actually
did that at the Airplane gig but just
the same it was possible. So that
was Bill's job and do it he did. Well
in fact.
Well enough to let Grace and
Paul throw' their voices into the vo
cal hole where Marty's singing used
to be and gel the Airplane cooking
to their heart's content. And they've
got a lot of heart and they did an en
core. These days not everybody does
an encore. Jethro Tull didn't do an
encore once. Also Brewer & Shipley. they skipped an encore within
the last year too. But not the Air
plane. they were more than up for it
(New York is the band's favorite
city after Duluth. Minnesota) and so
they did an old favorite called “The
Fat Angel.” That's the one Many
used to play bass on instead of Jack
and so they had Grace playing the
bass instead of Marly They could
have ignored the bass part altogeth
er but that would only be cheating
the fans and the Airplane doesn't
cheat nobody except maybe rodents
and buzzards.
After the show they skipped the
usual festivities and chose instead to
go. as a group, to the 42nd Street
showing of The Abominable Dr.
Phibes. co-featured with Yog the
Monster from Space. Which was
doubly unusual for them to do be
cause they would all agree that mov
ies are getting less enjoyable day by
day As Jack puls it. “Yeah it used
to be even if a movie stunk you
could get stoned and it would work
out okay. It doesn't seem to work
anymore, in fact even if you are
stoned that's no guarantee the pic
ture's gonna be any good at all. It
might even make it worse. You just
can't expect to be able to goof on
just any trash at all anymore. I
know it's a shame but what can you
do?”
But they all liked at least Dr.
Phibes and a few of them even dug
Yog and that's just great. It's great
to see a great group happy after all
these years of hard traveling and
one-nighters for peanuts. So it
seems right now like they've got ev
erything. They've got personal
health and happiness, musical integ
rity. creative mobility, freedom
from want, all the slipping and slid
ing they can bear, a future as bright
as tomorrow, an immeasurable in
fluence upon a smiling world. TV
sets and good food, entertainment at
their fingertips, a rosy complexion
and THEIR OWN RECORD
COMPANY!
(And speaking of their company,
if you’re an artist maybe they'll
wanna sign you up. So get with it.
practice makes perfect!)
•

I

ON THE HORIZON

Son of Vanilla Fudge: Boomerang

MA 1.
Couldn't get a contract for just hard rock.

XXTebster calls “boomerang" a
VV curved wooden missile used by
the natives of Australia, some forms
of which will return to the thrower.
In one respect Webster was remiss.
He forgot to call “Boomerang" a
rock and roll band.
The group's leader. Mark Stein,
has his own definition. “Boomerang
turns the corner and comes back to
the roots, the roots of rock and
roll." You'll remember Mark as the
lead singer and keyboard expert of
the now defunct Vanilla Fudge.
That was then. Both the times and
Mark have changed. He originally
tried to form a new Vanilla Fudge,
but that meant relying too much on
old values. “I desperately needed a
new avenue of approach." he re
marked. Enter Boomerang.
In the old days recording con
tracts for hard rockers were a dime
a dozen. But when Mark formed

Boomerang one and one-half years
ago. the thinking of record company
executives had begun going through
massive change. Forget it. kid.
Tight money and all. You can un
derstand.
Actually, you can't. So Mark and
Boomerang's other three members,
lead guitarist Ricki Ramirez, drum
mer Jimmy Galluzi. and bassist Jo
Casimcr decided the best course of
action was to separate, continue
writing, and then get back together.
It worked.
Boomerang now comes to us via
RCA. Their look is fresh. The
pre-maturely bald Mark has aban
doned his wig in favor of presenting
himself “an natural." The music
now takes on a greater variety.
Acoustics, strings, and. of course,
hard rock (the roots, remember?).
Excitement beams from the faces
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of Boomerang. Jimmy seems like a
young man who could charm his
way to the top. One thing he cer
tainly doesn't look like is the dentist
he once wanted to be. However,
there is an air of self confidence in
his soft spoken voice. You'd let him
fill a cavity anytime. Ricki. for all
of his seventeen years, appears hell
bent on making it. He has frequent
gigs under his belt, especially with
the Bob Seeger System on a recent
southern tour. Little Jo remains si
lent. He’d rather play.
Mark summed it up. "The five
month layoff did us a world of good.
We're ready. I'm sure of that." That
fatefid corner just might have been
turned. As a matter of fact. Boome
rang might be turning a lot of cor
ners from here on in. They'll cer
tainly be out there throwing. What
comes back, comes back.
•
by Mitchell Fink
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Dando Shaft: Soothing The Burnt Out Ear
f I hey say a drug is a subA stance used to relieve pain. So I
took some Dando Shaft to relieve
this terrible bummer that's been
bothering me ever since the sum
mer. Reviewing records all day long
can begin to get on one's nerves, es
pecially with all of the loud. fast,
pounding rock and roll that the big
corporate music companies have
been pushing lately at the teenage
consumer audience. Very little of it
original, very little of it good listen
ing. Most of it over produced, over
hyped, and over most people's
heads. One day an alternative came
in the mail.
The story of Dando Shaft (Neon
Records) is a simple one. They are a
sextet from England who find no
need to use electrical instruments to
reach their audience. That fact
alone makes them a good band.
They've been together for two years
now. floating around the English
countryside since they left their
home in Coventry. They have made
one previous album with no com
mercial potential that was an under
ground classic both here and
abroad. In 1970 they moved to Lon
don and Polly Bolton joined them as
a singer and source of unlimited fe
minity. That was the combination
that clicked them into what they are
now. One of the most respected,
widely admired folk groups on the
English scene.
In 1971 they made this album be-

cause their audience was ready for
it. America may not be. though. The
music is delicate, sensitive, and
merely requires that the listener turn
on the sound to be taken away by its
simplicity and beauty.

So you'll know who is who. and
because each talent is singularly
outstanding in its strength, they are:
Polly Bolton. A beautiful voice. Her
tones and sounds are natural and
round. Her openness makes you
want to believe in her and the words
she sings. Martin Jenkins shades the
sounds of the group, switching from
mandolin, to fiddle, cello and a se
lection of wooden and brass flutes to
color the music one way or another.
Ted Kay plays rhythm for the band
using only a small number of per
cussion instruments. Indian tablas
and South American conga drums.
He manages to give the impression
that the listener's heartbeat is in
time with the music. There are no
snappy snare solos or crashing cym
bals. pounding tomtoms or thump
ing bass drums in his repertory, and
unlike most percussionists he sets up
in front of the band so they can fol
low him instead of the other way
around. Kev Dempsy and Dave
Cooper provide the acoustic guitars.
They each solo on one or two of the
songs, showing that their artistry is
flawless. Roger Bullen plays a string
bass like the ones in symphony or
chestras. Its sound is deep and mel
low and extremely non electric.

A sweet dream slips acoustically beyond the electrified psyche.

\J

If you had to point the finger of a
category at their sound you'd call it
easy listening. The same kind of
stuff that Simon and Garfunkel or
Joni Mitchell or even early Buffalo
Springfield played. The closest thing
to Dando Shaft has been The In
credible String Band, another Eng
lish folk group that's found a small
following here in the States. But the
String Band's music was too foreign
to Americans and over the heads of
most who heard it. Dando Shaft's
overall effect isn't so off the wall. In
places they even have a moon- in
June type poetical quality flowing
through their songs. Their in
strumental background sounds akin
to the stuff that dreams and love af
fairs and mescaline trips are made
out of. In essence it's high music. A
simultaneous experiencing of the
singer and the song.
On the second side there's a love
song. It's one of their finest: really
simple, short and to the point. It's
called “Till The Morning Comes".
Now another day slipping away
going down through a hole in
your mind
Feel the gentle sway push you
away
Far away from the day left behind
TUI the morning comes with a
sunny day.
Windy day. lonely day. or day to
play.

See the show into play from the
night
turns to day I see love in your
eyes
Walk a hundred miles travel in
style
for the light soon the night will
arise
Tlren the day begins and you're
far away
by me day night will show you
back this wag.
Their thoughts and sounds are mel
low and smooth. Thai's the most
important thing about their music.
It sits easily on your head, with no
traee of the mass-produced sound
that's infesting most contemporary
rock.
There are those who will search
out this record and those who by
some strange twist of fate will be
brought, in contact with it. Either
way they will be rewarded with
dreams and scenes and sweet me
lodies and. yes. an escape from the
cares, troubles, and migraine head
aches of the electrified psyche.
•
by Charlie Fries
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Bill Withers: Succeeding With Simplicity
TD ill Withers, whose first alJ-J bunt. Just As I Am (on Sus
sex). came from nowhere and hit 77
on the charts in two weeks, is not
the kind of person you'd pick to be a
star, lie is black. His dress is
non-descript. And his onstage deliv
ery is low-key. He sits quietly on a
stool and accompanies himself on
the guitar, using arrangements
whose simplicity reflects the fact
that he learned to play only
recently.
Bill was born in (would you be
lieve) Slab Fork. Virginia, in 1938.
He lived an uneventful life (what
choice was there in Slab Fork?) until
he joined the Navy, where he served
for nine, also uneventful years.
After he left the Navy, he settled
down in California and sampled sev
eral jobs. One of the jobs he remem
bers fondly was making toilets.
“1 used to make those toilets and
think to myself. 'I wonder where
this toilet is gonna wind up (pause . .
.) Jacqueline Onassis? President
Nixon?"
All his jobs involved manual la
bor and allowed his head to be writ
ing lyrics and thinking tunes. At
that time he still hadn't played any
guitar.
During this period he bumped

From a toilet seat factory to the album charts.

into an old musician friend, and
they laid down a demo tape which
Bill brought around to record com
panies himself. With no results. Five
years later, that same tape found its
way to New York and into the
hands of Booker T. (from Booker T.
and the M.G.'s) and the well-known
writer Quincey Jones.
The result was the album Just As
I Am and the hit single "Ain't No
Sunshine."
Bill's rap is smooth, direct, and
gives one the feeling of total hon
esty. He seems a bit pre-occupied
with his age and the fact that he's
wifeless. Many of his songs give the
feeling of a tremendously lonely in
dividual. especially “She'll Be Hap
pier." a song about a man who
spends six years looking for a wom
an who had his illegitimate daugh
ter. and the songs “Grandma's
Hands" and "I'm Her Daddy."
The closest you could get to clas
sifying Bill's style would be to call it
R&B-Folk. But actually Bill's
sound is uniquely his own. Bill
seems determined to keep that
uniqueness. "You'll have to accept
me just as I am." his album title
seems to say. and the record buyers
have been giving in to the demand *
by Walli Elmlark

The Revised Atomic Rooster:
Contortions On The Organ
T7' ire. fire, fire: an element
-L' brought to life in the musical
realm by a man who many deemed
the first rock and roll maniac. Back
in 1967-68 Sir Arthur Brown en
tered our world adorned with a blaz
ing foliage of combustible flame
atop his head. Mr. Brown would
prance, dance, expectorate, disrobe,
crawl, vomit, climb and dive to get
his musical statements across. In a
word he was “devastating." But as
happens to all good maniacs. Arthur
went into several undisclosed seclu
sions. not to be heard from too
much or too often since.
Those not indoctrinated with The
Crazy World oj Arthur Brown did
not know much about the sinister
musicians who coped with Arthur's
antics night after night and worked
with the'Man musically on several
of his. if you'll mind the expression,
“hotter numbers."
One such gentleman, a gentleman

who by the way penned the afore
mentioned "Fire" (not to mention
all of Arthur's other original things)
was and still is organist extraor
dinaire Vincent Crane. Mr. Crane,
who sees music as "something to ex
cite people." has always moulded
Atomic Rooster around that axiom.
Even at the Rooster's very onset.
Vincent recruited a stimulating line
up. enlisting the services of drum
mer Carl Palmer (now one third of
Emerson. Lake and Palmer) and
bass player Nick Graham, an occa
sional flautist who took care of all
the vocal duties.
The initial impact of the group
was somewhat less than enormous.
They had a rather cultish following,
but remained underground to the
average listener. They recorded a
largely ignored "sleeper" LP titled
Atomic Rooster on the B&C label
in England, and although the pro
duction job could have been im-

proved, it was a record to get a buzz
off of because you had seen Vincent
cavort with the likes of The CrazyWorld previously. And besides the
drummer wasn't half bad.
Nick Graham and Carl Palmer
eventually left and in their place
came Paul Hammond, a powerful
drummer indeed. Instead of recruit
ing another bass player. Vincent
found John Cann: a superb guitarist
and singer. So Rooster were still a
threesome but without a bass and
for that matter a bass player. But by
this time it started to be apparant
that this was all part of the CRANE
GAME PLAN. For Vincent was
going to baffle the experts and foil
the contortionists by "playing all
the bass lines (on the organ) through
a combination of strong left hand
pedal techniques, coupled with spe
cial sound reproduction devices fit
ted into his Hammond." Having
done so Vincent came out smelling
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stage of the game could have been
the “musical complement maniacs."
But Vincent, knowing better, simply
retained the name ATOMIC
ROOSTER. It sounded nicer; and
besides his mother liked it.
A truly spooky album titled
Death Walks Behind You was the
offspring of this fine contingent and
it sounds every bit as it is pro
nounced. melodramatic and stronii.
ATOMIC ROOSTER had a habit
of walking fast so they always had a
step on themselves and they proved
better for it.
Bassleuness was
part of
Crane's plan.

at least as sweet at Keith Emerson,
and for sure as sweet as the sweet
magnolia.
Anyway, with this ensemble. Vin
cent began to open up. Un
lightweight textural guitar riffs ran
behind minor key changes, meshing
with the deep harmonics between
guitar and organ. The continuum of
sound was built up higher by a re
sounding backbeal from Vincent's
never ending bass lines. A timely
term to apply to the band at this

—THEN CAME THE RAIN—
On the eve of their premier Amer
ican debut and just after the Elektra
album began to gain a little head
way. Vincent thought it time for an
other change. Musical and personal
differences caused Crane to part
with Cann, and whilst it happened
Hammond decided to join Cann to
form a new group with possibly
ex-FREE guitarist Andy Fraser. At
this point Crane rehired drummer
Rick Parnell, who had played with
him just before Carl Palmer. Par
nell. whose father is a famed arran
ger and band leader in Great Brit
ain. formerly toured with Englcbert
Humperdinck, not to mention gig
ging all of the British Isles with sev
eral progressive bands, the most re
cent being a group called Sandoz
which Parnell admits “to still hav-

ing an interest in." Steve Bolton
from Manchester, formerly with
Wide Open filled in the guitar spot:
while singer Peter French, once with
an impressive array of musicians
called Big Bertha (of whom Cozy
Powell. Jeff Beck's newest drumm
ing sensation, was to be found)
rounded out the foursome. The
group got together for several hur
ried sessions and were found ready
for an American invasion which
turned out to be a musical ex
plosion. Which for your information
in Olde English meant they went
down a storm. The group's new al
bum. In Hearing Of Atomic Roost
er (Electra), featuring only Crane
and French (of the newer additions)
will be released stateside momentar
ily. and an even more current prod
uct is being hurriedly readied in the
darkest of dawns, even as you read
this bold expose.
So goes Atomic Rooster, a group
that had Elektra Records' president
Jack Holzman snuffing rumors that
they had signed for an estimated
60.000 pound advance, a group with
a man whose leadership and drive
has opened up countless roads in the
experimental futuristic keyboard
milieu, and finally a group who con
sider themselves a revolutionary
force yodelling through the canyons,
riding fresh off the horizons, and
flying into the quadraphonic sunset
of their unique sounds.
•
by Patrick Salvo,

Hawkwind: Acid-Powered Space Band
Tf the American listening
•^■public hasn't had their sensi
bilities blasted out by the wave of
cocaine rock and roll that's sweep
ing the nation this season there may
be a chance for Hawkwind to re
ceive the attention that they so
rightly deserve. If you find you still
want to go higher, peak longer and
come down smoother then Hawk
wind (and the Hawkwind LP on
United Artists) is the band to listen
to.
They are an LSD-oriented,
high-energy community freak band
with sounds and sights pleasantly
reminiscent of those long gone days
of the summer of love. It’s good old
fashioned acid rock with a couple of
new tricks thrown in. They call
themselves a space band 'cause no
other name fits them as well. The
English press has accused them of
ripping off the styles and effects of
other trip bands that have passed
through England in the past few
years. Comparisons have been
drawn to the early Jimmi Hendrix
Experience, the early Pink Floyd
and the early Soft Machine, the
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Grateful Dead before they went
country western and Quicksilver
Messenger Service before they went
top forty. Hawkwind may be all
that and more. Their stage presenta
tion bears a close parallel to the oth
er contemporary freak bands of
Captain Beefheart and Alice Coop
er.
Although they're only two years
old. the Hawkwind legend has
spread like some acid fantasy con
jured up by chromosome-damaged
minds. Newspaper clippings from
the straight press tell these stories:
In March of this year at a heavily
attended concert at Theatre Royal,
drummer Terry Ollis stripped naked
in the middle of a number, sat down
behind his drums and finished the
set in the raw. It shook a lot of
people up. especially the owner of
the club who said. “We will have to
be a bit more careful in the future. I
will be talking to the promoter to
make sure we have some idea of
what the group is going to do."
At the notorious Isle Of Wight
rip-off festival Hawkwind set up
outside the gales
gates in a tent and

played for free to those that couldn't
afford the price of admission. They
are spoken of as a people's band.
They're not to be trusted, as al
most anything can happen in the
course of a performance and usually
docs. When a whole concert hall
starts floating around behind drugs,
strobes and music in the weirdness
appears as if on schedule.
In an interview Hawkwind collec
tively said.
“Most kids go to the shows on
some form of consciousness ex
panding drug. We calculate that fact
into the way we present our show. If
the kids are high so are we. The
drugs have their place in this kind of
music. It becomes a tool to open a
valuable link between them (the au
dience) and us. Sometimes it's more
than just us standing up there play
ing and them standing down there
listening."
Sometimes they get much higher
than their audience, and it turns the
show into a bizarrely distorted series
of images and flashes of insanity.
They were playing a set in Notting
ham once and no one was listening
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to them. The audience was busy at
the bar getting drunk. This got the
musicians so mad that when every
one showed up for the second set all
the controls were opened up all the
way. and they let go with whatever
it is that places them a cut above the
rest of the progressive bands and
sent many in the audience into a
painful state of mind. In the middle
of a number called “Paranoia"
(which is on the album) the air be
came saturated with trip-like rushes
and layer upon layer of sike-a-delic
sound. Several people in the au
dience threw up and many chicks
present fainted away from the
shock. That's the kind of power this
band wields.
They have but one intention when
they step onto a stage to play. Con
tinuing the interview they said. "In
the beginning we started out trying
to freak people (trippers). Now
we’re trying to levitate their minds
in a nice way without acid, with a

complete audio visual thing. Our
fame is spreading and with it the
chance to reach more of our un
known friends and loved ones with
the sounds that we feel."
They are a community band in
the sense that they have their own
people handling almost every aspect
of the production. Like most rock
and roll gypsies they travel with
their light show, production and
sound technicians, wives, lovers, and
children.
"We’re a total community band.
Everyone involved has a part to play
in presenting the experience that we
are. We try to create our own musi
cal revolution within the guidelines
and framework of the spiritual revo
lution now taking place on the face
of the earth.”
The potential this band has is tre
mendous. They’ve only cut one
record and already are being spoken
about as the forerunners of yet an
other psychedelic musical revolution

Dylan, Cohen and Cornelius
44 T always> had it in my blood
A to play with Bob Dylan.” confessed Ron Cornelius. “I imagine
every guitar player does.” Quite
right. They all have it in their blood,
and for most of them, that’s where it
remains. It is only a select few who
have the opportunity and Ron Corn
elius is one of them.
Ron. a tall, extremely good look
ing native of Berkeley. California,
has played on Self Portrait. New
Morning and Leonard Cohen’s
Songs oj Love and Hate, but it is his
new solo LP. titled Tin Luck (Polydor). that has his blood tingling
with excitement. “This is the first
album I’ve done all by myself.” he
said, “and I’m very happy with it."
It was Cohen who perhaps had
the most influence on Ron. “Playing
with Dylan has done a lot for my
guitar playing." said Ron. "but
Leonard has done a trip on my
head, mostly I guess from just being
around him." Ron was on a ten
month tour with Cohen and then
spent some time at Leonard's home
in Franklin. Tennessee, where he
wrote and collected material—all
original—for his album. “I had a lol
of things stoved up inside me that
Leonard brought out.” he says.
The rest and recuperation came
after the tiresome tour with Cohen's
Army and Ron was thankful for the
time off. “Here I was." he recalls,
“in Leonard’s house, at Leonard's
typewriter, the same one he uses,
and it was getting real late and all of
a sudden I just flipped out laughing.
I was really enjoying myself playing

around with this happy little melody
I wrote some years ago. 1 didn’t
have any words for it. but just that
atmosphere cast a spell, and the
words came in about fifteen min
utes." The song turned into “Indoor
Outdoor Loving." a catchy little
love song on his album, and so de
lighted Ron that a broad smile
crosses his face at the sound, or
even mention, of that song.
Ron took up the guitar when he
was twelve, and by the time he was
fifteen he was in the Untouchables,
a back-up band that played along
side virtually every group who came
to perform in San Francisco. "It
was no big thing." he understates,
“because in those days all the
recording people who had a big hit.
well, none of them played music,
they were all singers. Everybody
who came through had to have a
band so we just backed them up.”
So in his mid-teens Ron was already
playing behind the Miracles, the
Shirelles. and the Bobby Blue Band,
just to name a few.
He left the Untouchables shortly
before the psychedelic earthquake
and formed West with his chum Joe
Davis who played bass. Together
they moved to Crockett, a small
sugar town about forty miles south
of San Francisco. They commuted
to and from gigs in the Bay Area
and for the most part, did not par
ticipate in the S.F. area's flowering.
West lasted three dismal years and
two unmemorable albums before
breaking up. But it was a training
ground for Ron. a place where he
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Rock gypsies waging spiritual warfare
with musical explosives.
on the heels of all the top forty crap
that’s permeating the air these days.
Now the question becomes how
many people in 1971 are able to get
into or off on the Psychedelic sound,
or more accurately how many
people still want to get tripped out
of their heads on a musical ex
perience?
. _
„ .
•
by Charlie Frick
could write songs and gather ex
perience. and where his guitar play
ing could develop into a tasty, laid
back style that would later easily in
tegrate with Dylan and Cohen’s
needs.

Ron Cornelius: Solo album for
a man who’s backed the stars.

Tin Luck contains a somewhat
melancholy mood, more bluesy than
down really, and the songs are
drawn from personal experience, a
commodity he has much of.
In person. Ron personifies the
friendly. loving vibrations of his
home town ’and the warmth and
confidence of being around such fine
musicians as Dylan and Cohen. He
understates all his own accom
plishments and praises infinitely the
works of those he admires.
•
by William Bunker
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hot wax predictions
Since music tastes and preferences vary, CIRCUS asks FM Programmers to
predict what five records will be most likely to top the lists when we appear
on the newsstand. Here are our predictions.
Is there an FM ROCK STATION in your area that you feel deserves a listing
in CIRCUS? Write Art Ford, Hot Wax, CIRCUS Magazine, 866 UN Plaza, New
York, N. Y. 10017 . . . and we’ll check it out right away!

KPRI-FM (San Diego)
WLOL-FM (Houston)
1
2
3
4.
5.

BARK — Jefferson Airplane
SURF’S UP — Beach Boys
FUNKY ROCK — Eric Mercury
IMAGINE— John Lennon
HOOK FOOT

WPU-FM (New York)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CAHOOTS—Band
BLESSED ARE — Joan Baez
THE NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
BARK — Jefferson Airplane
IMAGINE — John Lennon

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BARK — Jefferson Airplane
I LIKES TO DO IT — Peoples Choice
THE FOUR OF US — John Sebastian
IMAGINE — John Lennon
RAINBOW BRIDGE — Jimi Hendrix

WEBN-FM (Cincinnati)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LOOK AT YOURSELF—Uriah Heep
NEW RIDERS OF THE PURPLE SAGE
IMAGINE — John Lennon
BARK — Jefferson Airplane
I THINK WE’RE ALL BOZOS ON THIS BUS
— Firesign Theater

WSDM-FM (Chicago)

WNRZ-FM (Ann Arbor)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BLESSED ARE — Joan Baez
BARK — Jefferson Airplane
HOUND DOG TAYLOR — Alligator
DANDO SHAFT
LIVE AT THE REGAL—B. B. King

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BARK — Jefferson Airplane
BOOMERANG — RCA
STRETCHIN OUT —Alan Brown
SURF’S UP — Beach Boys
HOUSE ON THE HILL —Audience

KFON-FM (Hollywood)
KFH-FM (Wichita)
IMAGINE — John Lennon
WALES AND GARCIA
JUBILATION FOUNDRY — Paul Brett Sage
I SAW HER STANDING THERE —
Larry Bright
5. STRING CHEESE — Wooden Nickel

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

KNAC-FM (Long Beach, Calif.)

KSAN-FM (San Francisco)

1.
2.
3.
4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

RAINBOW BRIDGE — Jimi Hendrix
BALLAD OF DANIEL ELLSBERG —Ruzie
STARS AND STRIPES AND YOU — Pox
BARK —- Jefferson Airplane
IMAGINE — John Lennon

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

BARK — Jefferson Airplane
A SPACE IN TIME — Ten Years After
FUNKY ROCK — Eric Mercury
THE FOUR OF US — John Sebastian
IMAGINE — John Lennon

NICKEL & NAIL — 0. V. Wright
THE FOUR OF US — John Sebastian
BARK — Jefferson Airplane
IMAGINE — John Lennon
THE TIME TO LIVE IS NOW —
Buzzy Linhart

WMMS-FM (Cleveland)

WVBR-FM (Ithaca)

DANDO SHAFT
IMAGINE — John Lennon
THE FOUR OF US — John Sebastian
THE TIME TO LIVE IS NOW —
Buzzy Linhart
5. BARK — Jefferson Airplane

1.
2.
3
4'

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

TRAFALGAR —Bee Gees
THE FOUR OF US — John Sebastian
IMAGINE — John Lennon
LIVE AT THE REGAL —B. B. King
BARK — Jefferson Airplane
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TAPE REVERSE SIMULATOR — Lets you
control an exponential build-up and fast
decay of your guitar or bass signal over a
fixed signal range. This capability gives
your live playing the weird effect similar
to a pre-recorded tape that is played
backwards.

MIKE MA TTHEWS FREEDOM AMP
Free yourself from the bureaucratically
dominated sources of electricity.

This 400 watt peak PORTABLE amplifier
uses patented low drain circuitry which
allows it to operate on standard flashlight
batteries. Just one specially designed
super heavy duty 10” speaker i<- all that’s
needed to pump out all this power making
this unit the most compact, rugged guitar
amplifier developed to date. Its built-in
Attack Equalizer Control System allows
you to zero in on just the BITE you want.

ATTACK EQUALIZER- Allows you to suck
out and emphasize the BITE you get just
when your pick plucks the strings. The
attack control, used in conjunction with
the tone and booster controls, will give
your instrument as much balls as you
want, letting you taste and feel each note.

BLACK FINGER
A totally DISTORTIONFREE guitar sustainer that gives pure
clean lengthy
lengthy controlled sustain. This
80db compressor
can
stretch chords as
compres
well asi single notes, with an infinite bell
like clai
jrity.
”

LPB-1 This linear power booster is a
compact solid state preamplifier that can
up to triple the acoustic output of any
amolifier. It will increase guitar, sustain
and improve the performance of all fuzz
tones, and wah-wah pedals.

SCREAMING BIRD A treble booster that
will give your instrument the razor sharp
cut of a screaching harpsichord whose
strings are whipped instead of plucked.

MUFF This funkiest distortion device
will give you that dirty sound reminiscent
of the natural distortion of the tube amps
used by the Rhythm and Blues bands of
yesteryear.

The MIKE MATTHEWS
will let you—

FREEDOM AMP

• play your axe while
traveling to a gig.
• blast out in the solace of
the woods.

LOW FREQUENCY COMPRESSOR — This
ultimate version of the mole is designed
exclusively for the professional electric
bass player. Its outstanding feature of a
HEAVY BASS-SUSTAIN control will make
you sound as if you’re bowing a stand-up
bass fiddle.

BIG MUFF - — This finest distortion de
vice is high on sustain and low on distor
tion. It is designed for the guitarist who
wants his axe to sing like a humming bird,
with a sweet violin-like sound. The sustain
control allows you to optimize long sustain
with a hint of harmonic distortion.

HARE-LIP MICROPHONE ECHO — Gives
the singer echo effect electronically, and
at one tenth
ter
the cost of the mechanical
tape echo units. In addition to the echo
ano intensity controls, this unit has
speed and
an adjust
stable booster to control the increase of
)f regular microphone volume.

• become a star.

I
I
I

• deEGO This microphone booster
booster is
se P.A. system I
signed for the vocalist whose
isn't strong enough to cut
it through
. , the |
noise generated by the other members
cro1
the band. The Ego will match any micr
it of
I
phone and up to quadruple the output
your P A. system.
I

------

AJV.

(ALSO AVAILABLE AT YOUR RETAIL MUSIC STORE)

All Electro-Hai
_
jrmonix accessories, both
factory wired
ired units and kits, are guaranteed for
for *•*-three years. They are compatible anc
and ...
modular. Any combination
of more the"
Jian 'one unit will give you an
infinite vari
variety of sounds.

All of the units in the above column are
housed like the Hare-Lip—with heavy duty
stainlessstecl construction and three controls.

• lead a pilgrimage to the
mountains.

MOLE The mole bass booster will extract
the highs and amplify the subharmonics
giving your instrument the depth, reso
nance and heavy penetration of the foot
pedals of a church pipe organ.

Enclose a check and Electro-Harmonix
will pay shipping. Or, if more conve
nient order C.O.D. for cost plus ship
ping. Enclose a 10% deposit on C.O.D.
orders. (C.O.D. orders are limited to
the continental United States).

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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electro-harmonix

15 West 26th St., New York. N. Y 10010

Complete
Kit

Factory
Wired

PLEASE SHIP:

$179.00

$129.00

TAPE REVERSE
ATTACK EQUALIZER
BLACK FINGER
LOW FREQ. COMP.
BIG MUFF HARE-LIP ECHO

69.95
49.95
69.95
59.95
39.95
39.95

49.95
34.95
49.95
42.00
26.95
26.95

LPB-1
LPB-1
BIRD
BIRD
MUFF
MUFF
MOLE
EGO

14.95
14.95
17.95
17.95
18.95
18.95
19.95
14.95

10.50
10.50
12.95
12.95
13.75
13.75
14.25
10.50

MATTHEWS AMP

(plug into amp)
(plug into inst)
(plug into amp)
(plug into inst)
(plug into amp)
(plug into inst)
(plug into amp)
(2 female jacks)

Enclosed is total check for order

$.

Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10% deposit

$..

O Please place me on your new product
announcement mailing list at no charge.
Name

Address

City

State

Zip

our hack pages
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Richie
Havens

Musical

Mugging
46 circus

Central Park has been the scene of
free, yes folks, free, concerts from lime
to time ... Of late the concerts includ
ed Brewer and Shipley, a fine set for the
freaks, and Richie Havens. . . . The
Havens concert stands out mainly be
cause of lhe arrest which two mounted
police made. . . . Someone was trying
to rip off a vender of that famous Amer
ican product, Italian Ices—a fight al
most ensued but two mounted Police
came over and whisked the culprit
away—Havens was singing “Here
Comes the Sun’’ at lhe
time—appropriate—And so much for
lhe open air concerts, which in
cidentally, seem lo be unannounced for
the most part—spread by word of
mouth—

A Peaceful
Festival?
FI art Island was the scene of perhaps
the most peaceful non-drug-orienled
music and art festival yet to be held in
the Western Hemisphere, and Phoenix
House, the anti-drug addiction center,
did it all. with the help of Heavy Lenny
Bronstein, a dude from the local A&M
Records office who coordinated talent
and acted as the pseudo stage manager.
To call Lenny heavy, incidentally, is to
love him ... an ex-student broadcaster
from Brooklyn College whose blond
hair varies in length, but whose wit and
exact imitations of all the WNEW-FM
disc jockeys are a sound to behold. A
jolly fellow with an open heart . . .
All of the crazies helped to keep the
thing together from around 10 AM Sun
day to the early Monday morning
hours. No drugs were seen and the thing
came off quite well
Mitch Ryder was in for the gig with
his Detroit Wheels screamin and rollin
around the stage . . . Jackie Lomax,
who has grown more mature in past
weeks—rapidly. ... we thank Kenny
Rankin. David Rea, 300 Years —
producing mainly Sly Stone imita
tions Supa's Jamboree. BGR: Rolf
Kemp: Jerome MacMurray; Danny
Cassidy; Pookaroo and Famine. And
the Museum of Modern Art for their
fine exhibit. “Eye Opener.” in a trail
er—modern. moving mobile art . . .
and whoever built that 750.000 cubic
foot air conditioned bubble of a plastic
dome to play in some fun and belter
than gelling off really.
Also lhank you lo the free ferry rides
and helicopter and limousine service for
lhe artists and lhe free equipment do
nated by whomever.
There were about 400.000 raffle tick
ets sold prior lo the show, generally just
on lhe strength of the name of Phoenix
House. O.K., lhe greedy mothers prob
ably bought the tickets for the chance lo
win a V.W. or trip to Portugal or Mexi
co .. . but at a buck a crack it would be
better to say that 400.000 tickets were
sold lo help an addict and a human
being . . .
Also sold were T-Shirts and Buttons
as well as concessions for food, for pic
nics, and for nourishments. The sign
outside read “No Drugs or Alcohol
allowed.” A right on to Phoenix House.

One thought ... the last concert that
came off this well was pul on by two
Beatles and an Indian classical musician
for the benefit of starving children in
Bangla Dcsh. . . .

A Natural High
With

Helen Reddy
Capitol Records had the famous Hel
en Reddy in town for a week stint al the
Bitter End. . . She has written several
women’s lib lunes but was only able to
muster one for her performance which
this column caught—“1 Am Woman.”
was quite fiery—reminds you of silling
in Sweet Sweetback and being the only
honky there but she seems quite natu
rally high and aware —the aura which
she gives off is that of being bodily in
the room and mentally in the cos
mos Unfortunately she brought herself
down long enough to sing “Crazy

Love.” a great tunc like a blast from the
past -and “I Don’t Know How To
Love Him.” from Jesus Christ. Super
star.
With her was Peter Allen of Metro
media Records. . . . Peter and Helen
are old friends from their days in Aus
tralian show business. Backstage he
slouched against a bench and squeezed
Helen's hand. “For ten years Peter Al
len has bounced onstage like a kang
aroo.” he said. “Now I'm not even sure
I have a voice.” Il's not old age that was
getting to him. but the critics in the au
dience. During the performance he
talked a lol and played a decent piano
but his set was so long that it probably
look a lot of the excitement out of Miss
Reddy's set. Incidentally, the group
which backed Helen was double dyna
mite-replete with a standing silver
saxaphonisl and flute player and a very
exciting bassist.

Curtis Stabbed!

Mississippi
Fred’s Sexy Guitar
And speaking of bassists—credit
must be given to Jim Tutunjian, who ac
companied Mississippi Fred McDowell
during his set at the GasLighl IL Jim
really can play, although the man was in
awe of McDowell and seemed shook.
Jim looks like a thin Felix Pappalardi
but can play circles around Felix—the
clue is his eight fool high’ flowing natu
ral which spreads all over the
place—just like his bass. . . .
McDowell himself plays one of the
sexiest guitars ever and he should- he's
been around for almost 40 years of play
ing lime and then some -Stella is the
name he has given to his Gibson elec
tric—and Stella reached several or
gasms during the set—McDowell just
let his voice and guitar work so
smoothly together—the audience had a
hard time telling where one left off and
the other began—Of course he did the
Famous Mick Jagger tune “You Got to
Move,” it's part Fred’s by the way. in
cluding the arrangement- and then
there was “Good Mornin’ Lil' School
Girl.” “My Babe,” and “Baby Please
Don't Go.” If Hooker can
boogie—McDowell can do it bet
ter—makes Hooker look like a kid. Ac
cording to the Federal Communications
Commission, we must operate under the
Fairness and equal lime doctorine. so
here is a mention of Tom Ever
ett—RCA—a Roy Orbison sort of voc
al, yet not as controlled. The dude is
from Oregon and has that Country
Rock flavor, writes all his own sluff and
sings some by others, but really is the
substance and potential of a good leader
for a country rock band. He has an al
bum on RCA.

Finally some space to a spacey cat.
Buzz Linhart, a song writer of little note
with a group of guys. Luther Rix and
Bill Takas, who really cook together.
Only problem is repetition;—they are
certainly worth seeing once and prob
ably twice he does a good Donald
Duck imitation and sings songs like
from Billie Holliday (“God Bless the
Child.’’) and many Fred Neal Tunes.
“Cheat. Cheat Lie” is really fine since
he has begun to play a vibraphone as
well as guitar.

■Wl

1

This column offers condolences to the 2
family of King Curtis and the staff of •
Atlantic Records. The King was slabbed S
to death when he tried to look into a •
squabble on some property he owned. •
He was just getting started really in the 2
pop field (he played on Lennon's album. 5
I mag in at io n), although he's been 5
around since the Beatles wore diapers. S
He was playing with Lionel Hampton J
and his Big Band while most of us were **
taking Flutophone lessons in first grade.
His first date was backing Mickey and
Sylvia and then he went on to become
musical director of the Alan Freed stage
shows. In his lifetime, and a very brief X
38 years it was. he backed and arranged
for over 125 musicians. That sax wailed »
and wailed and everyone looked to him
for guidance.
*
He wrote his biggest hit “Soul Serenade." in the mid 60's but received a •
grammy award for his version of *
“Games People Play." You can also X
hear him on almost every Aretha Franklin LP (he put together the band that
backed Aretha for her Live Al the Filmore album) and many Delanie & Bonnie
albums. In fact, his last live performance was with Delaney & Bonnie, on X
WPLJ. And he just was so mellow he Si
played the entire band into slow, smooth
Memphis grooves. May he. like Charlie
Parker, never die.

Buzzy Linhart a good Donald Duck imitation.
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london

by Mike Conway-Benton

®
One Last
® Beatles Concert?

&

OJ ince the beginning of the
month rumours have circulated the
British music scene that the Beatles may
be giving a last farewell gig al London's
Wembly Stadium. The stadium has al
ready been booked by Arrow Enter
prises. whose chairman is Mr. Jeffrey
Archer. M.P., who has in the past tried
to persuade Elvis Presley to come to
England for a charily concert, like those
he arranged with Frank Sinatra some
time back. The story broke after the
Bangla Desh concert by George Harri
son, but up until press time both Harri
son and Apple emphatically denied hav
ing anything to do with the proposed
concert.

Zeppelin: freaks and tuxedoes.

Led Zeppelin
Hit
The Road

Led Zeppelin, Britain's top progres
sive rock band, are back on the road
again. After two highly strange concerts
at the Montreaux Casino in Switzer
land. where dinner-jacketed diners mix
ed with Zeppelin fans, they left to com
mence a mammoth tour of the United
Slates. Canada and Japan. They are due
to open on the West Coast of Canada in
Vancouver middle of the month.

Carole King: not clean enough?

Carole
King’s

“Tapestry”
Banned
Carole King's album Tapestry, has
been officially banned in Spain by the
Ministry of Information and Tourism
because of four supposed offending
tracks: “Il's Too Late." “1 Feel The
Earth Move.” “Will you Still Love Me
Tomorrow” and “Where You Lead.” A
spokesman for A & M Records said
that everybody concerned was highly
amazed by the decision and they could
only think il was part of Spain's “clean
up” campaign

Tony Kaye, organist and founding
member of Yes, has left the band after a
mutual agreement with the rest of the
band. Reason for the split has been over
difference in musical policy, and now.
Tony is planning to form his own group.
Replacement for Tony is keyboard vir
tuoso Rick Wakeman, who has left the
Strawbs, one of the countries top folk/
rock bands, after really establishing his
high musical status with the band over
the past two years.
Beatles: the stadium’s already booked.
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Fresh Wax
From
Black

Sabbath
Black Sabbath released their third al
bum Master of Reality, available in
America on Warner Bros., which after
just two weeks was high in the British
album charts.
Following a similar vein as the other
two albums. Sabbath have hit on a
cast-iron market of followers and record
buyers, who over here range from the
age of 14 to 17.
Black Sabbath: a solid following.

Curtis

K

As everyone in England begins to cot
ton on to the superb sound of Curtis
Mayfield, his single “Move On Up" is
crashing into the British Charts and is
destined to go much higher. Strange
really why we in England never manage
to gel all the good American things over
here with relative frequency, but I sup
pose if you’ve got a good thing, hold on
to it.

Paul McCartney's new band arc al
preseni working on lheir debut album al
EMI's Abbey Road Studios. Apparent
ly. security was so tight when the band
were recording that not even the staff
could gel in to work. The new band will
consist of Paul's wife Linda, on vocals
and keyboard. Denny Laine.
ex-Moody-Blue. and Denny Seiwell.
/\ spokesman for Paul said he was
very excited about the new album, and
there is a feeling of energy because Paul
has a band around him once again. Paul
hopes to settle his troubles with Apple
pretty soon now so he can do live ap
pearances.

McCartneys
Form A Band
••• v

XK

XK

XK

XK

XK

XK

X

No Isle Of Wight

Mayfield
Catching On

v v •••

XK

Confirmation this week that there will
definitely not be an Isle of Wight Festi
val this year. The Faulk Brothers who
were responsible for the other Festivals
were up until last week hoping to stage a
smaller event but Iasi week the Isle of
Wight Council made a declaration that
festivals would no longer be allowed to
take place.

Andy Fraser bassist and songwriter
with the now defunct Free, has formed a
new three piece band with two entirely

Free: defunct.

•••

new musicians. The new band is to he
called Toby and al present we are await
ing news of details about the two musi
cians and about live appearances. The
group arc currently rehearsing new ma
terial at Andy’s home.

Newest record label to be launched in
this country is the Greenwich Label,
which had three superb albums out last
Friday. The new albums arc Windy
Days by Open Road, who were Dono
van's old backing group. Wide Open
N-Way by Danish group Day of Phoe
nix and Samurai by a group of the same
name. Having heard all three albums I
am confident you too in America will be
hearing from this promising new record
label. The label is headed by Les Reed.
Tony Reeves, former guitarist with John
Mayall and Colosseum is creative direc
tor and is responsible for much of the
producing.
Ten Years After, banned from the
Royal Albert Hall two years ago. have
fixed alternative London dales, which
eases the great problem of finding Lon
don venues for big name groups. At the
moment the group lour the Slates where
their new album has been released on
Columbia. The LP entitles .4 Space in
Time was released a month later in this
country.
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by Jacoba Atlas

George
Harrison

Is
Ignored

George: no one knew he was in town.

eorge Harrison and Mai Evans
were in town to mix lhe live album
recorded al lhe Madison Square Garden
Bengla Desh Benefit. The work was
being done al lhe Record Plant, with a
little assistance from Phil Speclor. Har
rison remained in Los Angeles wilh
lillle or no fanfare, in fact the average
fan on lhe sireel didn't even know the
former Beatle was in town. Quite a dif
ference from oast years.
The Jefferson Airplane have released
lheir latest album. Bark on lhe Grunl
label (see article on page 00). Grace and
Paul’s baby girl, originally called “god"
is now going by lhe name “China."
Grace told a San Francisco reporter.
"Paul liked lhe name and our daughter
liked lhe sound of il. so it's China for
now."

Elton John: will he work for charity?

Dennis Wilson Tries To Get His Film Back
Dennis Wilson, drummer for lhe
Beach Boys, offered Lew Wasserman.
Presidenl of Universal Pictures, a cool
one million dollars io buy lhe dis
tribution righls lo Two Lane Blacktop.
in which Wilson stars. Il seems Wasser
man. io make some sort of point about
“independent, now movies" is letting
“Two Lane” fall lo the wayside by re
fusing lo allocate enough money for ad
vertising.
A case in point is that during lhe sec
ond week of its run in Los Angeles there
were no ads taken in either the Los An
geles Times or the Free Press. Dennis
wants the righls to lhe film so that he
can make another distribution deal and
bring lhe picture lo lhe public. Needless
to add. Wasserman denied Wilson the
right to buy lhe film back.
The Dealer, starring Kris Kristoffcrson has been changed lo The Silver
Tongued Devil. The picture is extraor
dinarily accurate, creating a fine and
funky atmosphere with which count
er-culture people everywhere will imme
diately identify. The film concerns a
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dealer's attempt lo go straight and the
challenge this presents to a crooked cop
about lo die of a bad heart. It’s a for
mula picture, like the old Bogarl flicks,
but it's about today's society. Director
Bill Norton has a fine eye for setting
and a deadly accurate way with dia
logue. There’s not a false move in the
picture until the very last scene. Now. if
everyone keeps their fingers crossed,
maybe Columbia won't loss this one
away.
Janis Ian told Los Angeles reporters
after her stint al lhe Troubador Cafe,
“the road hasn't been that much fun
anymore. The reviews are a little like
being kicked when you're down, but
maybe it's deserved. You can't lake two
years off from lhe industry and expect
things to be as they were.” She cited her
major influence as Dylan but quickly
added lhe names of Piaff and Billie
Holiday.
Frank Zappa and lhe Mothers of In
vention arc planning a nine record set to
be released in three, three album in
stallments. It's all pari of Zappa's proj-

Frank Zappa: a nine-record set.

eel entitled 2000 Motels. The release
will be made on Zappa’s own label. Bi
zarre.

Ethel Kennedy
Asks for
Elton

Leon Russell
Says No

Another rock star who may be doing
his music for charity is Elton John. El
lon's manager got a call from Ethel
Kennedy herself requesting Elton's ap
pearance for the Joseph P. Kennedy
Foundation for Mentally Retarded chil
dren in Washington. D C. So far no of
ficial word from Ellon, but his manager
says it looks good that he'll appear.
Phil Ochs, who has written many a
fine protest song, is off with fellow poli
tico Jerry Rubin to check out the situa
tion in Chile. Chile has a Marxist gov
ernment and Jerry and Phil arc off to
see if it's working according to Karl.
Rubin is writing a book about the coun
try. and presumably Ochs is penning
some songs. Obviously. Phil's gold-lame
suited days are far behind him now.

I

Norman Jewison, who's last film was
Fiddler on the Roof and who may be
best known for directing In The Heat of
the Night" has been signed by Universal
Pictures to produce and direct. Jesus
Christ Superstar. Jewison has not made
any committment to casting but has an
nounced the film will be shot in Jerusa
lem. Where it belongs.

§
§
§
§

The Separate
Wanderings
Of Crosby,
Stills And Nash

¥

T

> <£

§
Graham Nash

Russell: denying Dylan rumors.

Stephen Stills, fresh from his sellout
New York gig, broke all records in
Washington D.C. in a benefit concert to
aid two anti-drug organizations: Wash
ington Free Clinic and The Black Man's
Development Center His concert ap
pearances earned S30.000. and to help
boost the receipts even further. Stills
presented each organization with his
personal check for SI5.000.
Graham Nash and David Crosby will
play the Los Angeles Music Center's
Dorothy Chandler Pavillion. The Music
Center usually refuses to book “rock
and roll" but has conceded to such tal
ents as Laura Nyro and Neil Young.
About to make their Broadway debut
are the pop writers Barry Mann and
Cynthia Weil (the other side of the Goffin-King team of the early Sixties); they
have written the music and lyrics to a
new musical based on the middle fifties
film A Face in the Crowd. The story
concerns a backwoods singer-armchair
philosopher whose power and manipula
tive abilities become the ruin of his lile
and those close to him. The film also
look on such subjects as the power and
influence of television. It was directed
by Elia Kazan and starred Andy Grif
fith in his pre-television days.

A second Asylum Choir album has
been released. Asylum Choir featured
the talents of Leon Russell. Russell
meanwhile is spending a goodly part of
his time denying rumors, including the
“fact" printed in one underground pa
per which said Leon would produce Bob
Dylan's next album. Russell has no
plans to produce anything with Dylan.
Denver John Collins the rambling
cowboy who appears in the film Doc is
none other than Judy Collins' brother,
as anyone who's seen the film will im
mediately realize. Judy and John look
so much alike it's uncanny. Doc stars
Judy Collins' paramour. Stacey Keach.
The music, what there is of it. for Doc
was written by Jimmy Webb. But if you
close your ears once during the 95 min
ute film you'll miss it.
Phil Spector has been signed by the
producers of Hot Rocks, starring Rob
ert Redford and George Segal, to pro
vide the music for the suspense film.

Brewer and Shipley, finally with a hit
single and album of their very own. are
recording up in San Francisco at Walley
Heider's. They're getting a little help on
this next one. from old friends like
Spencer Dryden. Mike Bloomfield.
John Kahn and Marv Naflalin. The ten
tative title for the album is Shake Off
the Demons and Watch the Angels Run.

Stephen Stills: dollars against dope.
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poems from our readers

Send poems to:
Poetry Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York, N. Y. 10017

Leba Walton
TO JANIS

Caryn Soemaker
UNITED AND FREE

Janis, you left us without saying good-bye.
Why did you have to go away?
Where are you now?
Arc you really dead?
Do you still drink & swear & sing?
Was it very hard being Janis Joplin. Superstar?
Is it easier now?
Do dead people cry?
Where is your body now?
Ashes on the sea.
But where are you?
Are you very far from us?
Do you have peace now?
We miss you.
You gave yourself willingly to Death
And Death willingly took you.

We are united and supposed to be free
but ya ain't gonna feed that garbage to someone
like me
Ya just ship us off to war and then slick it in
our heads we're doing some great chore.
Riots, diets, revolution, air pollution.
We would have this all cleared up if someone
really dared
But are ya trying to kid me. no one really cares.
The kids are trying to say what they want to be said,
when the old people of today would rather see them dead.
If the cops didn't have their clubs
what would they be?
Thai's what everybody keeps asking me?

Linda Kniffen
LIVE
Love was born, yet now is dead
a love that I had cherished
immortal I had said it was
but 1 was wrong love perished
it died as if it were a man
whose life was not fulfilled
yet love does never merely die
to die. love must be killed

this love was born not in my heart
love's mother was my mind
the groping mind that now can see
Love's murderer was TIME ...

Brian Richard
THOUGHTS OF HER AND ME
To pick a pinecone up in your hand
While you listen to music of a band
To think of what went wrong
And why did it take so long
To look up at the irce
which looks down upon me
To wonder why 1 wanted her
and why she couldn't want me.

To study the leaves on the ground
while I see no one else is around
To say “Oh God. Oh Why”
and look at her picture and cry

Cool Nick Pantelidcs
THEIRS

John Mazur
DESCRIPTION OF A DOLLAR

The only thing to surpass their sounds of silence
arc their acts of violence.

For proper effect:
pause 10 seconds after each word
Pennies and pearls are one and the same
Money never did give me my name

fiend, fungus
by-product, bastard
ill-founded. I
decay. Christmas
ally, devil
king, distance
borrow, bleed
amnesia, traitor
effort, image
effect, inmate
game, govern
hero.jury
Jesus, fiction
cause, cage
Herod, no

Nick Morrison
EARTH PLIGHT
Pure maidens in a row.
singing high, lying low.
Why are they singing, what is it for?
Golden ships are landing on the shore.

Silver soldiers with sword in hand,
to deliver up a promised land.
Shivering men watch from cliffs,
conjuring up new myths.
The castle tumbles, spilling flesh,
flailing bodies that failed to mesh.
“Reach out!” screamed the maiden,
but it's loo late, the around is red and body laden.
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Pennies and pearls arc one and the same
Money never did give me my name
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national scenes
<Note: "Concert” Indicates site for aptipearance
had not been chosen at press tlm<e. Check
your local paper for location.)

OCTOBER
Concert
OCTOBER
Concert

MINNESOTA
OCTOBER
Concert
OCTOBER
Concert
lis)

GEORGIA
OCTOBER 18
Municipal Auditorium — TRAFFIC
ILLINOIS

CALIFORNIA

OCTOBER 15
Whiskey A Go Go
RORY GALLAGHER
(LA)
OCTOBER 16
Concert — ILITTLE JOHN (Stockton)
OCTOBER 19
Troubador
FAIRPORT
CONVENTION
(Santa Monica)
OCTOBER 20
Whiskey A Go Go
GYPSY (LA)
OCTOBER 21
Whiskey A Go Go — CHICKEN SHACK (LA)
OCTOBER 23
Troubador — RALPH MACTELL (Santa Mon
ica)
OCTOBER 26
Troubador — SEALS & CROFT (Santa Mon
ica)
OCTOBER 27
Whiskey A Go Go — AUDIENCE (LA)
OCTOBER 29
Concert — JEFF BECK GROUP (Long Beach)
OCTOBER 29
York Club
CANNONBALL ADDERLEY
(LA)
OCTOBER 29
Centuj.y
• Plaza — STREET SINGERS (LA)
IBER 3
NOVEML.
Whiskey A Go Go
YES (LA)
NOVEMBIIER 7
Lighthouse Cafe
MONGO SANTAMARIA
(Hermosa Beach)
NOVEMBER 14
Concert — CANNONBALL ADDERLY (Stockton)

CONNECTICUT
OCTOBER 17
Concert —

B. B. KING (Hartford)

FLORIDA
OCTOBER 15
Ne>
ewport Resort Hotel — WAYNE COCHRAN
(Miar.
imi Beach)
OCTOBER 16
Pines — THE REAL THING (Indian Harbor
Beach)
OCTOBER 21
Concert — CANNONBALL ADDERLY (Miami)
OCTOBER 22
Concert — CANNONBALL ADDERLY (Coral
Gables)
OCTOBER 23
Concert — COWBOY (Gainesville)
OCTOBER 31
Concert — B. B. KING (Coral Gables)
OCTOBER 31
Concert — MANDRILL (Coral Gables)
NOVEMBER 4
Concert —
MORGANA
KING (Cocoanut
Grove)
NOVEMBER 6
Concert — BOBBY BLUE BLAND (Daytona
Beach)
NOVEMBER 10
Concert — ALICE COOPER (Tampa)
NOVEMBER 12
Concert — INCREDIBLE STRING BAND
(Coral Gables)
NOVEMBER 13
She aton Inn
Myers)

THE

REAL

THING

(Ft.

OCTOBER 17
Concert — RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO (Springfield)
OCTOBER 21
Auditorium Theater
GRATEFUL DEAD
(Chicago)
OCTOBER 23
Concert — BROTHERS AND SISTERS (Chi
cago)
OCTOBER 26
Amphitheatre — JETHRO TULL (Chicago)
OCTOBER 23
CIRKUS (Macomb)
Kings Castle
OCTOBER 31
GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
Amphitheatre
(Chicago)
NOVEMBER 19
Concert — BROTHERS AND SISTERS (Rock
ford)

INDIANA
OCTOBER 16
Concert — IKE & TINA TURNER (Bloomington)
NOVEMBER 6
Roke’s Lodge — CIRKUS (Kokomo)
NOVEMBER 12
IKE & TINA TURNER (GreenConcert
castle)

KANSAS
OCTOBER 30
Concert
(Wichita)

BROTHERS

AND

SISTERS

BROTHERS

AND

SISTERS

KENTUCKY

OCTOBER 23
Concert
(Richmond)
LOUISIANA

OCTOBER
Concert
sas)
OCTOBER
Concert
mond)
OCTOBER
Concert
leans)

29
—
30
—

BOBBY BLUE BLAND (Opelou-

BOBBY

BLUE

22
— B. B. KING (Minneapolis)
22
— JEFF BECK GROUP (Minneapo

MISSISSIPPI

ALABAMA

OCTOBER 16
Fairgrounds — THE CALDWELLS (Birmingham)
OCTOBER 18
Concert — RICK NELSON (Huntsville)
OCTOBER 22
Fairgrounds
THE CALDWELLS (Montgomery)

23
— FOUR SEASONS (Detroit)
24
— JEFF BECK GROUP (Detroit)

BLAND

(Ham-

31
— BOBBY BLUE BLAND (New Or-

MARYLAND
OCTOBER 20
Concert — B. B. KING (College Park)

MASSACHUSETTS

OCTOBER 19
Concert — JEFF BECK GROUP (Boston)
OCTOBER 31
Kingss Row — BROTHERLOVE (Boston)
.BER 1
NOVEME
B. B. KING (Boston)
Sugar
ir Shack
NOVEMI
IBER 15
Sugar Shack
CORNELIUS BROTHERS
(Boston)
NOVEMBER 18
Concert — B. B. KING (Bridgewater)
MICHIGAN
OCTOBER 15
Phelps Lodge — BOBBY BLUE BLAND (De
troit)
OCTOBER 18
Concert
RAMSEY LEWIS TRIO (Grand
Rapids)

OCTOBER 30
Concert —

B. B. KING (Flora)

NEVADA

OCTOBER 15-26
Kings Castle
Village)

FIVE

PLATTERS

(Incline

NEW JERSEY

OCTOBER 23
Concert — INK SPOTS (Haledon)
NOVEMBER 13
Playpen — COURT APPEAL (Sayreville)
NEW YORK

ALL MONTH
The Elephant
Top Rock
Folk stars
(Woodstock)
OCTOBER 15
JESUS CHRIST
Mark Hellinger Theatre
SUPERSTAR (NYC)
OCTOBER 16
Concert — ALEX TAYLOR (Seneca Falls)
OCTOBER 17
Club Sheridan
BROTHERLOVE (Amherst)
OCTOBER 18
JETHRO TULL
Madison Square Garden
(NYC)
OCTOBER 18
Concert — JEFF BECK GROUP (NYC)
OCTOBER 22
Academy of Music
BLACK SABBATH
(NYC)
OCTOBER 22
Concert — <ALLMAN BROTHERS (Farmingdale)
OCTOBER 23
Concert — MANDRILL Stonybrook)
OCTOBER 24
KING (Buffalo)
Concert — B. B
NOVEMBER 6
Concert — IKE & TINA TURNER (Ithaca)
NOVEMBER 6
Concert — JONATHAN EDWARDS (NYC)
NOVEMBER 14-15
Music Lodge — CIRKUS (Farmingdale)

&

NORTH CAROLINA

OCTOBER
Concert
OCTOBER
Concert
boro)
OCTOBER
Concert

16
— LITTLE RICHARD (Misenheimer)
23
— BOBBY BLUE BLAND (Greens-

30
—

MANDRILL (Durham)

OHIO
OCTOBER 16
Concert — FOUR SEASONS (Youngstown)
OCTOBER 16
Concert — ALLMAN BROTHERS (Marietta)
OCTOBER 17
ALLMAN BROTHERS (CinclnConcert —
nati)
OCTOBER 22
Concert — IKE & TINA TURNER (Athens)
OCTOBER 22
Concert — FOUR SEASONS (Dayton)
OCTOBER 23
Concert — B. B. KING (North Concord)
OCTOBER 23
Blue Grass __ COURT OF APPEAL (Maple
Heights)
OCTOBER 29
__ IKE & TINA TURNER (Cincinnati)
Concert —
NOVEMBER 6
Concert — KATE TAYLOR (Delaware)
NOVEMBER 13
Logan’s — DIAMONDS (Canton)

health

by Mary Diane Schmucker

Nature’s Tranquilizer—Calcium
When mother was cramming you full of
milk, she may have been cal min g your nerves.
T I there ever was one. ours
JL must surely be the tranquilized
society. The typical pill popper nev
er realizes that the red gcl-up-andface-lhe-day pill, the yellow relax-and- go-to-sleep capsule, and the
Inlie green and black cope-withIil’c-and-subways one are merely
masking tension and anxiety tempo
rarily: and with each new day the
nervousness and irritability are still
l he re wailing to be relieved with a
lew more ups and downs. True, the
answer lo the world's drug abuse
and misuse problem may not be
calcium, bin il should certainly not
be overlooked as being a part of the
solution.
Ever since most of us were old
enough to understand what our
mothers were babbling about when
I hey forced us to drink that
enormous glass of milk with every
meal, we knew that milk had cal
cium: and in some mysterious way it
would make our leelh healthy and
strong and our bones grow big. Al
lhe lime you probably didn't care
whether you had strong leelh or big
bones anyway, but it sure seemed
important to Mom. And what lhe
hell’ Il didn't taste that bad. espe
cially if you fussed enough for her lo
put chocolate in it.
Among lhe other things Mother
didn't left you (in this case because
she probably didn't know) is that
calcium is as important for your
nerves as it is for your leelh: as vital
for muscle action and relaxation as
il is for bone growth and devel
opment. Can you imagine lhe fables
she could have manufactured had
she known that!
Presumably you assimilated
enough calcium as a child to grow
big and strong, so what do you need
calcium for now? One thing you
need it for is to prevent tetany, a
problem that hits adults and chil
dren suffering from extreme calcium
deficiency. The effects of this condi
tion are increased irritability of
nerves and muscles, causing painful
and uncontrolled spasms and
cramps of the arms and legs. Olher
effects are nervousness, irritability
and apprehension. Not so extreme
calcium deficiencies cause similar

but not as severe symptoms such as
occasional muscle cramps, inability
to relax and slow down, tension, and
insomnia.
How much is enough'.’ The Rec
ommended Dietary Allowance for
Calcium is 800 milligrams. . . . more
if you're still growing, pregnant,
breast feeding, or over 50. Meeting
this requirement, which by the way
some authorities feel is just enough
lo prevent disease but not enough to
promote health, is no easy under
taking. especially if you are not a
milk drinker.
Food sources for calcium are
rather limited Meal, poultry, and
cereal products are poor sources.
Spinach, rhubarb and beet greens
actually prevent absorption of cal
cium because they contain a sub
stance called oxalic acid which re
acts with the calcium rendering it in
soluble. The only other good source
besides milk and milk products are
the green leafy vegetables found
mainly in the South. (Could that be
why life in the South has always
been slower, more relaxed?) No soul
food dinner would be complete with
out collard greens. So unless you
drink more than a quart of milk a
day or live in Mississippi, calcium
supplements are almost a necessity.
Finding adequate food sources of
calcium is just half the battle be
cause only 20 to 40% of the calcium
you do ingest is absorbed by the
body. For more complete absorp
tion you should avoid high carbohy
drate foods, which decrease the
acidity of the stomach (calcium re
quires an acid pH for absorption):
have an adequate intake of Vitamin
D. sunshine, which is essential for
utilization of calcium, and possess a
healthy, normally functioning in
testinal tract. Although fat is needed
to combine with calcium for absorp
tion. a high-fat diet will hinder ab
sorption and calcium will he ex
creted.

The storehouse of calcium in the
body is located al the ends of the
long bones. When you don't have
enough calcium in your diet, your
body compensates by pulling cal
cium from the bone itself. If you go

long enough without taking in suf
ficient calcium, you can end up with
fractured hones and bone defor
mities. This is a common problem
among older people who need more
calcium than the normal adult, but
whose intake is often lower. Cal
cium is the only nutrient needed just
as much by adults as by children.
Adelle Davis (author of Let's Eat
Right to Keep Fit) calls calcium the
“pain killer par excellence." She
tells of one doctor who injects
patients suffering severe pain with
calcium gluconate instead of the
usual narcotics. Although she
doesn't recommend injecting cal
cium. she does suggest that it is
helpful to take calcium by mouth to
relieve headache, or to take it before
going to the dentist to “relax and
feel less pain." It can even help ease
the pain for pregnant women about
to go into labor. And it's certainly
safer than aspirin!
Bone meal (available in health
food stores) is made from the bones
of healthy animals, usually cattle.
Man long ago stopped eating bones,
one of the best sources of calcium
there is: but by fortifying breads and
cereals with finely ground bone
meal you can obtain calcium in an
easily digestible and absorbable
form without spending hours
chomping on your steak bone. Bone
meal can even be mixed with milk
or water and taken along with your
vitamin supplements.
Increasing your calcium intake
should definitely relieve tension and
stress, but don't expect immediate
calm after downing your first cal
cium lactate pill or eating your first
slice of fine bone meal enriched
bread. Remember calcium is help
ing to cure a condition, not masking
it like synthetic drugs. Also in
vestigate your diet to be sure you
are obtaining enough of the B com
plex vitamins and Vitamin C: these
are contributine factors too.
•
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The Guess Who Meet The Mayor
A motorcycle escort usually reserved tor presidents
and astronauts took the Guess Who to Indianapolis' City Hall,
where a highly placed politico grilled them on their new album.
by Walter Stuart

yXThen you're a rock and roll
VV band and you're doing alright,
you're never too sure of where you'll
be at any given time. The towns
blend into each other, and some
times even the countries seem to
look alike.
The Guess Who have had this
problem now for about two years.
They have had so many records, and
have played so many places, that
they all blend into each other. But
one place that they won't soon for
get is Indianapolis. Indiana.
Last month in the sweltering heat
of a typical Mid-American summer,
the Guess Who were presented their
seventh gold record in Indianapolis.
This in itself wouldn't be too unusu
al except for the fact that they were
given the award in the office of the
city's mayor, and that they in turn
presented the mayor with a gold
record of his own. of their new
record. So Long Bannatyne (RCA).
The group was driven into the city
in a manner usually reserved for
presidents and astronauts. They
were led to the mayor's office by a
police escort. Sirens wailing and
cars gliding out of the way. they
reached the new Indianapolis city
hall in a quarter of the time that it
would have taken them under more
conventional means. All this for the
fact that the group has played In
dianapolis free for the past two
years. They do it for the mayor's
youth program, and consequently
the mayor and the group have be
come quite friendly.
After the ceremonies the group
and the mayor and assorted peoples
belonging to both camps, sat around
in the mayor's office and talked.
Strange as it may seem, the may
or. Richard Lugar, is quite hip to
the Guess Who. and to music in
general. Like a seasoned rock re
porter out after a story, he began to
question the group about its new al
bum.
"The album is different from our
others, they always are." noted the
group's leader. Burton Cummings,
shilling his heavy frame around in
the mayor's oversluffed chair.
“When we do an album, we try and
do it differently than what's come
before." Burton was a bit non
plussed at being grilled with musical
questions hv the head of citv hall,
and couldn't think ol much else to
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say.
But Kurt Winter, who along with
Greg Leskiw is. one of the newer
members of the group, jumped in to
save him. "It’s a very impromptu al
bum." said Kurt. "All the songs are
really things we worked up from
simple little ideas. Things like
'Where'd you get the gun John.' in
'Raindance.' that's a line 1 actually
said to one of my neighbors, l ie was
walking by the house with this gun.
and I just asked him where he got
“That's the way we write." said
Jim Kale. “We come into the studio
with an idea. It may be a simple riff,
it could be a chorus. Everyone
comes in with something. We play
it. and then everyone else adds his
licks We work up a song until it's
right, then we record it"
Il wasn't always that easy or nice
for The Guess Who. Mayors didn't
always interview them, and the clos
est they ever got to a gold record
was maybe passing one on the walls
of a record company hallway. For
years the group had been playing
the infamous one nighters that all
groups do. going from one end of
their native Canada to the other to
play for sis hours in one place, then
pack up for the next cafe or bar.
It wasn't until RCA released their
first single in the U.S.. “These
Eyes." that the group began to see
some of the light at the end of the
tunnel. Then came "Laughing.”
“Undun." “American Woman."
and albums like Share The Land.
American Woman, and now So
Long. Bannatyne. to bring The
Guess Who into the sunshine of ma
jor group status. But though they
sell out concert dales and they sell
millions of records, there is still
something that gnaws at their exis
tence. There's that little thing in the
artist that sticks in his throat when a
critic listens to the record and comes
away with. "That's another piece of
bubblegum from the Guess Who."
If you're just interested in selling
records, whether it's bubblegum or
not isn't important. But the group
doesn't dig being pul down.
Drummer Gary Peterson doesn't
like it any more than the rest of the
group. “By saying we're a bubble
gum group they intimate that all our
songs are fabricated in the studios
by nameless and faceless people.
That's just not true. Our music is
carefully worked out like Kurt and

Burton said, in the studios by our
selves. By now I don't really feel we
have to answer anyone who's calling
our music bubblegum. If they are
they obviously don't have any ears."
Were thbre problems with the al
bum? “Si re." Burton Cummings
said. "Firstly. it took us almost a
year to get| it out We were louring
for a long time. and when you spend
that amount of time on the road,
you don't write, you go cold That's
exactly what we were.\cold. We we
ren't writing, and what we did was
not to push When you're cold and
you force it. then you get garbage,
so we just waited. Then all of a sud
den we hit a productive point. A
really creative period and the new
album is the result."
The name of the new album. So
Long. Bannatyne. is kind of unusual
and it too has a story. Kurt Winter,
in spending his first year with The
Guess Who. has come a long way
from the little street in Winnipeg
called Bannatyne. He's moved, his
folks have moved, and that was the
story with the album: “So long.
Bannatyne. see you around."
A year ago when one of the origi
nal Guess Who left the group and
Winter and Leskiw were added,
many thought it would be the end of
the group. Il was said that the major
writing talent had left and that the
group would flounder. If anything,
the group has become more vital
more alive, and more talented. Kurt
Winter and Greg Leskiw took a
little while to get into the swing of
things. You don't go from playing
gigs on the street to being a member
of an important group and not feel
the pressure. But now they feel so
comfortable with each other that
they can play, not worrying about
the others kicking in when they are
supposed to.
Il's hard, getting up there on that
stage, in front of thousands of
people, trying to be cool, and really
shaking all over, but the two have
made n. They have made it to a
point where they are involved with
everything the group does. They're
not the new kids on the block, and
no one has tried to make them that.
They have developed so far in such a
short period of time that the two
new kids have written, with Cum
mings. all of the new album.
You will seldom find the Guess
Who with each other except on
stage. Together they have he
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ra known to consume 27 pitchers of
beer in one night (with a little help
g from their roadies). But they prefer
y to do their drinking separately. And
S their card playing. After all. when
•c you lose SI65.00 in one hand of po
ker. you don’t want anyone else to
know about it. So Leskiw. Cum
mings. Kale. Peters and Winter
share only two things. Being in the
Guess Who. and living and loving
their home town of Winnipeg.
Musical perfectionists. The Guess
Who feel that they must set the

Kurt Winter, guitar: ’’one
of my neighbors was walking
by the house with his gun,
and I just asked him,
’where’d you
get the gun, John?’ ”

Jim Kale, bass: we come
to the studio with an idea,
then everyone adds his licks.”

iThe Guess Who say they’ve
' gotten more spontaneous,
honest and natural.

Burton Cummings, lead vocals, keyboard and
flute: "when you force it, you get garbage."
proper acoustics and sound levels
for their concerts, otherwise some
one gets gyped. Burton Cummings
summed it up when he told us that
“Many times the hall we play in has
the acoustic properties of a barn.
That’s why we carry a good sound
system, and when we know the
sound is going to be bad. we make
sure that the hall provides a good
sound system. I don’t care if they
have to go hundreds of miles to get don’t see them waste too much time
it. if people are going to pay to hear tuning onstage, as they have every
us play, then they’re going to get a
thing down well before they eet up
to play.
great show, or we’re not going to be
As to the future of the Guess
able to play."
Because of this professionalism, Who. Burton Cummings has some
the early afternoon before a gig usu thoughts: “Overall. I think the mu
ally finds the group prowling around
sic we’re playing is getting better.
More like rock and roll. The things
the place where they’re to perform
we’re writing about are better be
that night, checking out the sound
system, making adjustments, and cause there’s more chance for the
offering suggestions. Profes listener to get lost in it. which I
think is what music is or should
sionalism is also the reason you
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Greg Leskiw, guitar people
thought it might be the end
of the group.

be. So Long. Bannaiyne is more
spontaneous, more honest, more
alive. It represents a change to a
more natural recording technique
for us. Greg and Kurt have been
playing with us for a year and we
sound like a band now. We’re all
happy, we enjoy what we’re doing
(even if it does gel hectic once in a
while), we’re fine. That’s about all I
can say, except that we’re having
fun and that I’m really looking for
ward to the next album."
•
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by Jani* Schacht

“If we seem like Grand Funk,” says Steve Marriott,
“it's because they're doing now what we were into
five years ago. But now we're going back to it too.”

r I > o most people. Humble Pie
A is a group found second or
third on the bill with the likes of
Mountain. Black Sabbath and
Grand Funk Railroad. But few
people realize that two Humble Pie
members were making music head
lines long before Grand Funk had
even cut a disc.
When Steve Marriott, the Pie's
lead singer, showed up at New
York's City Squire Motor Inn to
talk, he'd been out playing pool un
til six A.M.. then had gone to play
again just before the interview. He is
24, with great hollows below his
massive, almost oriental cheek
bones. but he is tinged with the Car
naby Street style of the mod Eng
land of 1966. when he first became a
star.
Steve let it be known right off
that the critics who say Humble Pie
is similar to Grand Funk Railroad
have got their sense of history con
fused. “We've been playing that sort
of thing for over five years, and
Grand Funk has only been playing it
for about two. So I wouldn't say
that Humble Pie is like Grand
Funk. It's more that Grand Funk is
similar to Humble Pie."
According to Marriott, if Humble
Pie seems similar to some younger
groups, it's because the newer
groups have borrowed from music
the Pie members left behind. “When
I left the Faces, the formula of mu
sic changed that the Faces were
playing, and what we got into as
Humble Pie was nothing like the old
Faces' rock and roll either, right? So
what we had done and left behind
was wide open for pillaging. You
know what I mean? So many people
sort of pillaged our old stuff, revita
lized it or stole it straight out."
One of the songs that Marriott is
referring to was called “You Need
Loving ' It appeared on the Small
Faces first English album in 1966. It
turned up vaguely disguised last
year as “Whole Lona Love" by Led
Zeppelin.
“I was quite flattered really—I
knew that eventually people would
realize that the arrangement was
very similar, you know, the way
they ended it even, the stop and the
the “Woman". You know, it was
really weird because the Faces had
been opening with that number for
years and no one thought it any
thing fantastic and then boom. “But
a lot of people who've heard the
first Faces album with that on it can
dig it." When Steve gets on stage
and rocks his body with the full,
vibrant sound of his voice, when he
scrunches up his face and puts his
hand over his ear in an effort to hear
himself, few people in the states
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member that less than five years ago
this Would have sent an audience of
young English girls fainting and
screaming. In England in 1967.
when Marriott was lead singer with
the small Faces, the Faces appeared
at a concert in a soccer field along
with John Mayall. Georgie Fame,
and The Kinks. On stage. Marriott
looked terrified.
“I was terrified, man." he said,
“lives were in danger, including our
own. In the Faces we saw so many
kids get hurt. Kids eleven, twelve,
thirteen and fourteen years old pick
ed up on the excitement of that par
ticular kind of music. We used to do
concerts and see little kids, little
girls get smashed in the face by

huge, hairy bouncers with knuckle
dusters on 'cause they tried to get on
stage. They'd pummel these little
kids and then you'd get out in your
car or something and they'd be un
der the car screaming. I used to hate
that. It's so sad. man. because
you're not in control of that and you
see it going on. Whether they had
walls built or fences or crash bar
riers. you'd see these little kids
being squashed against it and quite
frankly nearly dying for lack of air.
Passing out. I mean it's scary man.
It's not what music is about, that
sort of thing. Music should bring
people together as one and have that
sort of violence where it's a happy
violence but not that sort of ecstatic

Peter Frampton, guitar and keyboard:
England's "Face of ’68 "
Touring constantly makes him wonder
sometimes why he’s alive.

i

death-wish violence. I can’t explain
it. man. but I’m glad to be alive.
1 ve been so ripped up. wrists
sprained and arms broken. To get
off stage and from the stage to the
dressing room was always a number
because the little chicks weren’t con
cerned with us at all. They’d do any
thing to say they had some sort of
contact. One little chick even drove
a nail into her arm with initials, you
know. All this was evil, really evil."
Steve Marriott is not the only
member of Humble Pie who's had a
hysterical following earlier in his ca
reer. In 1968. the fans deserted him
and flocked to a pretty kid dubbed
the "Face of ‘68” by the press. That
kid. then seventeen years old. was

Peter Frampton. His group was
called the Herd and they started in
nocently enough playing jazz at the.
Marquee Club in London. Framp
ton was the lead singer and lead gui
tarist. An English fan magazine de
scribed the adulation that the press
had planned for him far better than
anyone could re-tell it now:

Peter Frampton, tipped to be a gi
ant rave on the scale of Davy
Jones or Steve Marriott, is the
classic little boy type. Small, com
pact with a face that reminds you
one minute of Scott (Engel of the
Walker Brothers) and the next of
an Oxfam ad (of a starving child),
he has all the qualities that set ma-

Jerry Shirley,
drums and keyboard:
holds down
a steady beat with *
irresistible enthusiasm.

Steve Marriott,
lead vocalist:
"Offstage I'm
a kind of quiet cat.
But onstage
I spit. I*m a wildman
I just
want to get it off."*

MUSIC
ternal types longing to mother
him. . . .
In 1969. Steve left the Faces and
Peter left the Herd behind. There
were many rumors about their get
ting together to form a group, but
until recording contract releases
were settled nothing could be said.
In the middle of the summer of 1969
a line-up was settled on. The an
nouncement was made that Steve
Marriott. Peter Frampton. Greg
Ridley (formerly with SpookyTooth) and Jerry Shirley (with little
previous professional experience)
were now Humble Pie. Their first
single release called “Natural Born
B u g i e ” met with some dis
appointment but a lot of hope for
the group’s future efforts. After
their first press party in London a
reporter said their music was “in
spired and competent, paving the
way for what could be a lengthy suc
cess." Their first album As Safe As
Yesterday Is (Immediate Records)
left most critics agreeing that the
group’s future together was as se
cure as the members’ individual
pasts. Looking back on the first two
years of Humble Pie it can now be
said that though they have not
re-reached the heights of Marriott
and Frampton’s earlier successes,
they now have the satisfaction of
being judged by their music instead
of their looks.
Today. Grand Funk Railroad has
captured the kind of young audience
that Marriott and Frampton used to
have in the past, but Steve isn’t
jealous. He doesn’t want to have
any part of the shrieking little girl
scene. “No way." he says. “I’ve
gone through it."
When Jerry Shirley and Greg
Ridley returned to the hotel from a
shopping spree, they jumped in to
settle the question of Grand Funk
vs. Humble Pie for good.
Jerry: “In a place like Shea Sta
dium where we were playing
through their sound system and
playing loud rock and roll, we’re go
ing to come out with some sim
ilarities.
Steve: We’re not half as loud as
them . . . but miked through 3000
watts of P.A. we’re gonna be. 1
mean they’re lovely fellas. I don’t
mind people saying we’re like them.
I mean fine.
Jerry* That’s what 1 meant when
I said in the concept of that one per
formance of course we were similar.
Cause ,we were both trying to do the
same thing, getting through to
55,000 people.
Greg: One English paper who re
viewed Hyde Park said we were
even louder than Grand Funk.
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